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their ranch in Oklahoma, and

now
of Los Angeles, who
wants the fight staged there. A delegation of sporting men from Spokane,
Washington, declare they will give
comes McCarey

NCHING

off
$75,000 if the fnatch is pulled
in their vicinity. Gleason is certain
there will be a $200,000 house in his
and he is
club at Alameda, Calif.,
willing to give the puglisits 75 per
cent of the gate receipts to divide.

OF FIENDS

TRAIN PORTER ARRESTED
ON CHARGE OF THEFT

FEARED

Charles Edwards, a Santa Fe train
porter, running between this city and
Albuquerque, with his home in the
Duke city, was arrested here yester
WEST VIRGINIA
MOB
THIRSTS day on complaint of James Edison, a
passenger, enroute east from Califor
FOR BLOOD OF NEGRO
nia.
RAVISHERS
Edison accuses the porter of theft,
claiming he extracted a small gold
watch, a locket arid 85 cents in money
EXTRA PRECAUTIONS TAKEN from a handbag belonging to his wife,
sometime Tuesday night on train No.
8.

ran

injured that? he died soon after the ac
i
cident.?'.
In order to make some necessary re
pairs, Johnson and a man named Dick
Mays found it necessary to pull the
pump from a well. After the repairs
had been made the pipe was lowered to
be replaced. Both men then went
down the well and proceeded to lower
the pipe. Inadvertently they let the
pipe down a little too far. They began
to pull on the rope which was connected to the pipe by a block and tackle,
if.
but the strain was bo great that the
piece of timber to ynlch the tackle
was fastened overhead broke in two,
both pieces falling down the well and
Striking each of the men on the head.
At first the men were not supposed
to be badly hurt, as each of them
DISEASE BROUGHT TO SAN FRAN TREMENDOUS OVATION TENDER- climbed out of
the well masslsted. Af- MME. STEINHEIL, ACCUSED OF
ED TAFT SUSTAINS ITS RECISCO BY COOLIE LA-- DOUBLE KILLING, PLEADS
ter reaching ' the Burface they were
sent to a nearby house where their
PUTATION
BORERS
OWN CASE ,
.heads were washed and the wounds
- properly cared for. In about an hour
11 1 P fl I! afterwards, Johnson went to sleep,
IT If!
PUBLIC HEALTH ENDANGERED DDCCII1CIITI
DRAMATIC
APPEAL
AI
ALU N
it was thought, but it developed MAKES
inter inai ne naa lost consciousness.
He was taken to Lordsburg for medical
PROMINENT SANITARY
CITY
CELEBRATION treatment. Upon arriving at that place ALL PARIS INTERESTED IN CASE
OFFICER GEORGIA
' Dr. Crocker examined the injured man
SAYS HUNDREDS ARE
, ECLIPSES ALL OTHERS
OF MYSTERIOUS
and found that he was suffering from
Y
ON TRIP
ueuema as a result or tne accident,
was no fracture of the
though there
....
:
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The loss was not discovered by Edi
son until the train reached La Junta,
Colo., yesterday morning, and he wired
here to have the porter arrested. Ed
wards was found without difficulty
'alri.lT
I
V
and taken into custody.
It
iL..
at the city jail IS SPREADING
RAPIDLY SPEAKS AT FAIR GROUNDS ltbe ln3ury would Drove fatai-h,Bre- - PRESENTS
GUILTY
OF AWFUL CRUDE thisWhen Interviewed
NEW EVIDENCE
morning, Edwards disclaimed all
diction being verified by Johnson's
knowledge of the theft, and told a
death, after never having regained
straightforward story. He stated that
OF PEOPLE HEAR p"B,OUBmB8- CAMPAIGN
BREAK INTO
ALREADY THOUSANDS
PRISONER'S COUNSEL PRODUCES
HOUSE, TIE HUS- he had been employed for nine months VIGOROUS
Ju'mson was a stranger in mat part '
AND cheer NATION'S CHIEF
BEGUN TO STAMP OUT LITBAND HAND AND FOOT, THEN
ALLEGED CONFESSION OF
by the Santa Fe, but that when he got
0f the country, having recently ar- out of the present trouble would quit
I I Vfc
REAL SLAYER
TLE PARASITE
ASSAULT WIFE
rived there from the northern part of
tAttU
railroading, as he found that it was
the territory, where he had hpen on.
an occupation hazardous to a man's
The'
Macon, Ga., Nov. 4. It was nearly
San Francisco, Calif., Nov.
Nov. '4. Mme. Adolpha
wh
Gassaway, W. Va., Nov. 4. Every libertv. In that when ahvtbine was lost
Paris,
o'clock
this morning when president ranh anS
is
to
worm
taken
whose
hook
preexamination on the
disease has been brought
today
precaution
being
Steinhell,
in
the
north
recaptured
vent the lynching of two negroes un- ways had to answer for !t.
to San Francisco from Hawaii and the Taft awke in his private car. He was
of murdering her husband and
charge
The
continued
complaining witness
welcomed by various committees of AMERICAN GIRL WILL
mother-in-law- ,
der arrest here in connection with the his
Mme. Japy, was con
east, and in view of this fact Orient and hundreds of cases, of Macon citizens and
BRITISH
LORD
.WED
to
cluded
later
attack made yesterday on Mrs. Albert and trip
escorted
lazitoday, made a "wonderful sin
hitherto
the lack of evidence, it is believed
unexplained dejection,
fight for life, displaying as
Lockhold, wife of a wealthy farmer, that Edwards will have little dlfflcul- - ness arid supposed lack of moral in- - the residence of Congressman Bartlett
London, Nov. 4. A rumor is cur- much skill in confronting the Judge
by three negroes, one of whom was ,ty in proving his innocence, if innocent itativeis now attributed to the in- eZoArt io the state" fair rent here that announcement may be as in baffling the police. While in the
J,8run down last night by an infuriated
'
.
The accused man is said to bear a roads of this little parasite.
grounds. The welcome accorded the expected soon that Miss Ada Clark, dock she presented a dramatic figure.
posse and riddled with bullets. The
was one of the most en- - of New Tork is betrothed to Lord her black mourning gown accentuatDr. Herbert Gunn, who is direct- - nation's head
reputat,on here. He is married
.
I
I. 1J .
tt.net.....
Lovat, of Great Britain.
jail is heavily guarded. One of the nm, haa . fam11v. thfi mttpr vInB. flt
"
"
"
"ls
ing the pallor of her face. When
di
ing the campaign against the
Miss Clark Is the daughter of Mr. caught in the meshes of conflicting
Thfi Streets werfl linRfl wfth thniifinnHa
protests his innocence,
prisoners
,hlln11firml
ease
said
while the other jefuses to talk. The
here,
today:
of citizens and school children. The and Mrs. Charles S. Clark, whose stories, she had recourse to tears or
His
is scheduled for to morassault on Mrs. Lockhold was most row hearing before
"I have treated more than one hun- - decorations were also suggestive of residence in New York- is
with uplifted eyes and arms extended,
morning
Judge D. R.Mur-ray- .
brutal. After breaking into the house
dred cases of hookwotm in this city. "Tat day," possums and persimmons Buckingham hotel."
made fervent appeals to the jury. The
the three negros tied the husband
Lord Lovatt, chief of the Fraser most experienced court reporters of
The disease was very rare in Call-- ; forming a part of the elaborate decor- and before his eyes ravished his wife. MEXICAN
'
fornia until four years ago. Cooley atmg scheme. Stores and residences clan, the sixteenth baron of his line, Franco describe Mme. Steinheil as the
ATTEMPTS TO
Lockhold later freed himself and sumgay with the national colors. Is the bearer of one of thu oldest, most consummate actress who has ev
ANNIHILATE FAMILY" laborers born in the West Indies were
moned the aid of nearby farmers. One
came here from Hawaii and 64 per mixed with a liberal display of con- most historic Scottish titles and Is a er appeared before the bar of jus
was
of the neogroes, Charles Leads,
'
,
Catholic. He is 38 years old.
tice.
of each hundred Is seriously afTifed.erate emblems.
Albuquerque N. M. Nov. 4. Depu- cent
overtaken and shot dead. Later the
His estate of almost 200,000 acres
The" procedure of the criminal
grounuH, waere ioe presi- f 0ntoA TW wer. hrnneht to Hawal ' At
Returned
Sheriff
Coulter
ty
yesterday
received
he
a brief address,
two others were captured.
Includes Beaufort Castle,' which Is courts In France, which makes the
their lan- - dent made
afternoon from Alameda where he by the Bugar planters, but the
tremendous ovation. From the leaded to Jamas C.i Phlppa,. of Pitts judge the pro&euting attorney, natwormj (another
f
Aa
to
arrested Antonio Lucero y Perea,, who guor, due to the ravages aoffailure
direct
the
went,
ipartr
an-the priand New York. In the Boer war urally awakens sympathy-fo-r
colonlratlon
REVOLUTIONISTS HAVE
is charged with assault with latent l madeO-el-r
the train and departed (or Savannah, burg
he
state.
raised,'
to
exclusively from ' members soner and public belief is strong that
this
drifted
e
ADVANTAGE IN NICARAGUA
laborers
th
GovIt
this
where
will
arrive
upon the person of Nestor Sena
evening.
mounted Mme. Steinhell will not be convicted.
titd fafha-Mdniiol SlATia. hnth Hundreds ot them still live here and ernor Brown of Georgia accompanied of his clan a large corps of
infantry known as "Loval's Scouts," Intense Interest in the case is shown
Washington, Nov. 4 Latest reports of whom axes badly cut and bruised in towns about the bay, and, nearly the party to Savannah.
equipped the force, maintained it and bythe fact that the newspapers every
to the state department tend to 'show
of an encounter with half of them are endangering the
served with it in South Africa as half hour print extras containing the
health."
that the Nicaragua revolutionists are p"erea 'at Ameda
piibllc
late
Tuesday
honorary major commanding.
testimony.
In additionto the islanders," many OFFICER FALLS DOWN
daily gaiuiug Ducuui nuu uvn east
AREAWAY IN DARK ALLEY
r;
The old scandal that grew out ot
control of that part of Nicaragua
"T'
from the Philippines an
soldiers
s
quar-Uonto
causes
the
The
up
leading
condlTO
GOVERNOR
REFUSES
Peaceful
meridian.
fatal illness at the prisoner's
the
of the 85th
men
from
the
business
and
travelers
who
is
but Perea.
rel are not
Officer Con Dennis, a member of the
DONATE AN OLD SHIRT. home of Felix Faure, president, of
with
afflicted
prevail this' evening and there considered aknown,
have
returned
Orient
dangerous man, carried
night police force, had a close call
is no evidence that President Zelaya
France, has not been mentioned in
the fighting into the Sena camp and these small vampires.
last night from serious if not fatal inis trying to regain the lost territory.
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 4. Governor the trial, although Judge DeValles
was well on the way toapparently
his
while
beat.
jury,
patrolling
John Franklin Fort of New
has announced that it is not intended
'
ward cleaning up the whole family. BURGLARS USE. WAGON
The officer was proceeding through hasn't any old shirts to spare.Jersey
A Different Story
The to shield anyone.
a
bot-l- -e
a
beer
Tau-pewith
He
attack
of
to
the
PLUNDER
in
rear
dark
4.
TO
CART
the
the
OFF
began
New Orleans, Nov.
alley
According
National Laundrymen's association is
A new sensation was added to the
jewelry store, when he suddenly now in annual convention here. The trial late this afternoon when M. M.
cable received this morning from tie, with which he cut and .bruised
nine-foot
forethen
He
a
Manel Sena very severely.
areaway
Silver City, N. M., Nov. 4. One of plunged down
President Zalaya, the government
was waited upon today fcy Anbin, the prisoner's attorney, sudthe basement of the build-plac- e governor
es are fighting successfully In Nicar- - turned on Nestor Sena; on whom he the boldest robberies which has takenljeadlne
a
who asked him for an old denly interrupted the proceedings
delegation
'
agua and are now advancing towara used a knife, cutting the man about
.
to the orgaization's colof Sliver
In the vicinity
a letter he had just received
Rtlltlnp(1 shirt to add
Rama, one of the principal bases of the head and face.
lection of old shirts worn
notables. signed, "Jean Lefevre," In which the
'
Uestor.Sena is confined to his home City for many years, occurred somev the fall. J. H. Clary, manager of Even the fact that the by
the revolutionists.
laundrymen writer stated he wished to confess
with the wounds. Manuel Sena came time last Saturday or Sunday when the. Taupert store, who hastened to have a
not
of
President
did
Taft
shirt
in
to
murders
the
s
of'
participation
assistance when he heard the crash,
TOBACCO GROWER FEARS
to Albuquerque yesterday and swore a wagonload of household goods,
appeal to the governor who refused which Mme. Steinhell is accused.
ATTACK BY NIGHT RIDERS to a comp!aint charging assault to niture, etc., was stolen from Dr. 'S. assisted the officer up the steps.
21
the
a man about
request
years of age,
While considerably bruised and joltkill, before Judge George R. Craig. A. Mllliken at the old McGregor place
was then dramatically introduced.
which is about half a mile north of ed by his fall, Officer Dennis Was FUNERAL OF MISS ROBBINS
Louisville. Nov. 4. Jackson is quiet Perea l8 ln the county ja
the story of the murders. He was-aable,to be about today and Is congrattown.
for the present and Mason county
HELD THIS AFTERNOON
once placed under arrest.
1
nas ta.eu iu
Dr. Milliken had all of his house- ulating himself that the accident was
MAY
ELIMINATE
SPIKES
TZ
r,TV' iv
not more serious.
same time the court warned the jury
OI its resiueuto
iiaviue
IN BASEBALL SHOES hold goods and most of his personal
The funeral of Miss Esther Rob- - that this might be another attempt
troops as his only protection againsteffects stored in the house and had
bins took place from the residence of to baffle justice.
night riders. The supplicant is HenAmeiican been in the habit of going out every BIG REALTY DEAL
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Rob-binnext
AT
see
CRUCES
CLOSED
everythree
that
two
or
to
itsIeting
month will
days
on Fifth street at 2:30 o'clock SAYS SMOKE NUISANCE
Steronmeenights
made
he
of abol- thing was all right. When
the
this afternoon.. Religious
services
IS FATAL TO BABIES'.
a band of attacking night rider at
lemeB fom question
4.
One
ot
N.
Las Cruces,
M., Nov.
Bnoes of ball one of his periodical trips Monday he
were conducted by Rev. J. S. Moore,
was surprised to find that some per- the largest real estate transactions rector of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal .
Chicago, Nov. 4. A new element-wason or persons had broken open the for years in the Mesilla valley was church, Interment being made in the
introduced into Chicago's antN
Ti.
will be considered by door and helped themselves to ev- closed yesterday when Isldoro Armi-j- Masonic cemetery. The
v.
which
Z.J.l
problems
smoke crusade last night, a plea for
j
D.
to
lots
J.
and
of
H.
apJ.
were:
there
W.
16,000
wanied,
Herbert
Clank, the babies. "Either smoke or the badisposed
Clary,
erything they
said that there was hope of a suitable pears to have been but very few Wollett of Mexico City. This tract in- Hallet Raynolds, J. W. Raynolds, of bies must
dAOU"SaiFia,yJ
go. This is the alternative
" I
substitute for the deadly spike now things they did not want
a
B.
and
F.
Santa
2,000cludes
acres, "originally
Fe,
part
January.
that confronts Chicago," declared Aland
inin use by the players.
Among the numerous trinkets they of the Dona Ana Bend grant, and
derman Bernard W. Snow, in a speech
e
took were a dining table, stove, rifle, cludes what are known as the Nava- GRECIAN TRAITOR IS
at a big
FIGHT PROMOTERS AFTER
meeting conducted
ASSEMBLING
DR.
COOK
CAPTURED
AND JAILED by the Chicago Woman's club. The
JEFFRIES-JOHNSO"FIGHT
several chairs and numerous articles jo, Senator, Sylvan and Westmont
RECORDS
NORTH POLE
of lesser size. Aa the tracks made by Heights addition, to Las Cruces, Nearbig deposits of smoke hso vitiate
'
',
Athens, Nov. 4. Lieutenant Tibal-doof Chicago that the death
the wagon wheels could be readily ly all the 35,000 acres of the grant
New York, Nov. 4. Five bids are
New York. Nov. 4. Dr. Cook
the Grecian naval officer who rate among infants has assumed startnow in shape to be submitted Decern- discerned on the ground, there seems have been Bold since 1905, The land
1 for the Jeffries-Johnsofight, day bes?an to assemble the data of to be no room for doubt that the ve- - is between Las Cruces and Dona lead the recent revolt against, the ling proportions and actual depopulaCoffroth and Gleason are here with his polar expedition which he
hicle was backed up to the door ami rAna. Mr. Wollett says he will at once government, and his companion, Lieu- tion of the city's new born Is threatclear the land, grade the, streets and tenant Dimoulls, were atrested to- ened, said the author of a proposed oroffers to produce the fight In the tends to submit to the University of the stolen property placed therein.
He said he hoped to get
dinance looking to the electrification
suburbs of San Francisco. The
from the number and size alleys and put it on the market for day. All the principals In the mutiny
Judging
"
of railway terminals.
ler brothers have sent in a bid naming it ready within a week.
of the articles taken, the burglars residence purposes. The consideration are now in custody.
must have limited . themselves only is not stated.
to the capacity of their wagon, and
had they a "trailer" on they nneiy WELL DIGGER KILLED
L
N
would have taken everything In sight.
byit FALLING TIMBER
...
In this respect the, doctor considers)
4e still Silver Cltyr'N M., Nov. 4. A man
himself rather fortunate,-,-ftme-bhas a few remnants j4eft.ns
the name' "of 'George- - Johnson who
A
AT
mento.
was working in a well on the Roberts
.w": jij5ii''',B
There is as yet no clue which is ranch in the San Simon valley was
likely to lead to the arrest of the per- - struck on the head by a piece of
...
,;; .V
ing timber last Tuesday and so badly
of the crime. '
'
Twice during his "lifetime, Father
Rev. Fr. Galtano Venlere, S. J.V
Denver, Nov. 4. Was Louis Von the man, though Consul Von Grivicic
Veteera, otherwise known as Frank declares so far as he knows the baron
died at the Jesuit college at an ear Venlere became' heir to dead rela--'
to the United States and
tives' estates, but his vow jof evangeWyckoff, who now lies in a pauper' never, came
ly hour this morning, and will be lical poverty forbade him . from acbaron's wheregrave in Riverside cemetery here, real- he is pot aware that tha,
cemetery
on the
buried In the private
ly Baron Louis Von Vetsera, of Aus- abouts, if he is alive, are'' known to his
cepting for himself any legacy. - ;
He lived a quiet, peaceful life, al
premises tomorrow
tria, and by many believed to be the government. have been
tracing the
Deceased was born in Sorrento, ways cheerful, though,. destitute of
slayer . of Crown Prince Rudolph of The police
Austria and his own sister. Countess career of Frank Wyckoff. They have
Italy, August 15, 1823, and had resld-ediii- a what are. considered the Joys of life,
Marie Von Vetsera? .That is the ques- learned his real name was Louis Von
La&"Vegas upward of thirty and passed, away, as be had lived. ,v
tion that the Austrian ; legation in Vetsera and he lived a secluded lifeyears. He belonged to a
a
was
He
tin
this
to
clear
consumptive;
is
city.
up
endeavoring
Washington
,
working family. One of his brothers BIG FALLING OFF IN
wand .was penniless In hla last daya.
through the local Austrian consul.
died a priest at the age of over nine
SOCIALIST VOTE)
THE
two
to
Is
were
made
, ;
4.
alight
squares
there
New
That
gers
Nov.;
York,
was
upon
The investigation
j
begun
tonly sister also lived
imminent peril 'Of- the collapse of the from the building, which is being hasii ty ayears;!' His
Not the Missing Baron
telegraphic orders from Washington !t.
old age," dying about ' two ' Ne York, Nov. 4. Complete elecfamiliar-mad- e to
ripe,
was
The
vacated.
eourt
Hily
city
prison,
f.
4.
$2,000,000
building,
San
criminal,
Nov,San
from
a
Francisco,
According
and grew out of telegram
for- tion returns
bring out the interesting
evident today by preparations ly known as the Tombs, which adjoins, years ago, leaving a modest
Francisco from an unknown source re- to the Austrian consul in this city, the
.
tune.
in
the
fact that the socialist vote in this city
was
tim
visited
a
of
construction
von
for
today
by
building
the
was
man
heavy
in
Denver
not
died
who
questing funds to bury Louis Vetsera,
a
tailor by has fallen off more than half from last
Father Venlere was
also be
who died in this city October 30. The Vetsera. He, however, belonged to a ber shield over the surface of Lafay spectors. who reported it to
and although almost totally year, when Eugene Debs ran for presilocal consulate, through Mayor Speer good family in Austria. He ran away ette street to protect the subway settling. A small fissure was found trade he
Street in the outer wall of the building, but blind,
always mended his own dent. This city gave Debs a vote of
located the body of Vetsera. It is evi from home when a boy and served a should the building collapse.
preparations have been made to clothes and did sewing on new ones 25,000, while the total socialist vote
dent that the Austrian government term in San Quentln, Calif., for bur- - car service on Center street was also- no
this year was only 10,606.
for himself and others.
interrupted this morning and pasaen- abandon the prison.
is more than ordinarily interetsed In glary.

SHERIFF AND DEPUTIES GUARDING JAIL TO PROTECT
PRISONERS .
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Forced Into Exile
Religious Author's statement - Wm.
of Glenn Oak', Okl-aUpchurch
SailsH.
Tnaonh
Fesnerman,
tj i wwf
IVt
home. Mountain airr
thA author 01 sev- - was an exile from
cure a frightful
would
he
thought,
eral books, writes: "For several years
g
that
had defied all
cough
I was afflicted wljh kidney trouble remedies for two years. After sir
with which the driving rods connect,
strick
was
I
suddenly
and last winter
months he returned, death dogging hla
but a view of the locomotive gives
en with a severe pain In my Kidneys steps. "Then I began to use Dr. King'
an excellent idea of the intricacy of
confined to bed eight days New Discovery," he writes, "and afw
to haul May Wemauev
ov&rcomo
the machines which
iunable to get up without assistance. ter taking six bottles I am as well a&
some 1000 cars in and out of New
wmw ever." It saves thousands yearly
York station every day.
My urine contained a tnicK
Well No. 1 of the two wells sunk
sediment and I passed same frequent- from desperate lung diseases. Infalat Lubbock, TexaB, reached a depth
ly day and night I commenced tak lible for coughs and colds, it dispels
sore throat. Cures
of 143 feet recently, .in which the
ing Foley's Kidney Remedy, anu mo hoarseness and
water rose to a depth of 103 feet
bronchitis,
hemorrhages,
and
asthma,
abated
finally
grip,
pain gradually
h
well. It was put to
This is a
and my urine oecame normm. croup, whooping cough. 50c and $1.00,
ceased
the pumping test and this failed to
&ay so W asssanc&o xvauts I cheerfully recommend Foley's Kid trial bottle free, guaranteed by all
reduce the quantity of water. Well
Red Cross Drug Co. druggists.
toAuo
ney Remedy.
be
Svspensea.
""
No. 2 is a thirteen-inc- h
hole, is now may
V
Schaefer.
G.
O.
and
down to a depth of about 100 feet,
Occasionally a school girl is so rowith more than sixty feet of water.
mantic that she imagines all poetry
When a woman of 40 flatters her- should be printed in italics.
The Santa Fe people propose to ex- t&me&es vvavtecivfe3i ate to assst
self that she looks 25, she is apt to
periment with this well and have uaXwve.oxvioX to sxiWVxxavixo
act like 18.
given out no arbitrary depth to which
Methodist Minister
A
Recommends
far
it will "be sunk. Both wells are secChamberlain's Colic, Cholera
below the average depth in that
20
Years
of
Foe
Kills her
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
tion, and the experiment has been
"The most merciless enemy I had
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic.
watched with considerable interest. proper
for 20 years," declares Mrs. James Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
It hag long been contended it would
Duncan, of Haynesvule, Me., "was ays- several years for diarrhoea. I consldr-e- r
water
in
lower
to
the
be impossible
The
MANurQCTuTD
pepsla, I suffered intensely after eat
it the best remedy I have ever tried
well at Lubbock and
a twenty-inc- h
ing or drinking and could scarcely for that trouble. I bought a bottle-o- f
1
No.
well
revealed
as
by
the facts
fail
had
remedies
After
sleep.
many
Co.
it a few days ago from our drugsubstantiate this contention.
SOLO BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
ed and several doctors gave me up, I gist, Mr. R. R. Brooks. I shall ever
PRICE SO PER BOTTLE
Miss Frances Starrs, of Dlmmitt,
cured
which
tried Electric Bitters,
be glad to speak a word in Its praise
Tex. is going to build a railroad if
me completely. Now I can eat any when
I have the opportunity." Rev.
she can't find anyone else to do It.
When a man will go with his wife thing. I am 70 years old and am over J. D. Knapp, Pastor
M.
E. church,
She called at President- Ripley's of to an afternoon ' reception its a sign joyed to get my health and strength
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers.
fice in Chicago this week to see if she has caught him doing something back again." For indigestion, loss of
that road would operate a line sixty-- he doesn't want to talk about any appetite, kidney trouble, lame back,
use
Babies are born
five
miles long and connecting more.
female complaints, It is unequaled. On- the same kind of mimics; they
v
,
'
language their
with the Santa - Fe, provided she
ly 60c at all druggists.
mothers do.
would build it. Eventually she means
A Hair's Breadth Escape
to have the road extended to the
You
man
talk
a
convince
that
can't
No Case on Record
Do you know that every time you
is cheap when he gets a bill from his
gulf, if the Santa Fe does nql exThere is no case on record of a
tend its lines from the panha&i?e to have a cough or cold and let it run on lawyer.
the gulf. Some years ago iMiss thinking it will just cure Itself you
cough or cold resulting in pneumonia
Storrs bought a dozen or two sec- are Inviting pneumonia, consumption
cure or consumption after Foley's Honey
will
Foley's
Kidney
Remedy
tions of panhandle land at 50 cents or some other pulmonary trouble? any case of kidney or bladder trouble and Tar has been taken, as it will stop
an acre . and now she wants t6get Don't risk it Put your lungs back in that is not beyond the reach of medi- your cough and break up your cold
her farm' products to market; She perfect health and stop that cough cine. Cures backache and irregulari- quickly. Refuse any but the genuine
has raised subsidies for the road with Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Price ties that If neglected might result in Foley's Honey and Tar in a yellow
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
amounting to $100,000, pimmitt alone
Blight's disease or diabetes. Red package. Contains no opiates and is
V
:
giving $35,000. Miss Storrs will go Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Red Cross- Drug Co.
Cross
Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefert safe and sure.
on to New York to interest capital
and O. G. Schaefer.
in her venture.
As long as a man can find some
In sizing up the character of a man
Traffic officials
of the Western
She's a wise woman who shuts iup
to
kick
about
he
Is a tendency
feels
life
to count his
there
that
thing
roads
without, exception
report i3 worth living.
before she runs out of something to
money first.
condisteadily improving tonnage
ay.
tions. The car situation is becoming
more of a problem daily and some of
Young Girls Are Victims
No woman can be happy of
the big lines are on the verge ot a
as well as older
headache,
at
the
situation
shortage, although
without children; it is her but all get quick relief and women.
prompt
sericonsidered
not
at
is
all
present
nature to love them as much cure from Dr. King's New Life Pills,
ous. The gains in freight shipments
so as it is the beautiful and the world's best remedy for sick and
do not appear to come from any parnervous headaches. They make pure
ticular section of the various syspure. The ordeal through blood, and strong nerves
and build
tems, but is general and tonnage is
which the expectant mother your health. Try. them. 25c at up
all
more
diversified
rapidly becoming
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension. druggists.
each week. There continues' to be a
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be . either very
heavy distribution of general merchWomen like to put money in the
Mother's Friend prepares the system
andise, but coal, lumber, grain, live painful or dangerous. The use of
bank so as take it right out again.
without
is
and
the
This
it passed
any danger.
coming event,
stock, iron and steel, furniture and for
If you desire a clear complexion take
many other classifications are go- remedy is applied externally,
mnA Vina nprio4
rP I
ing forward in heavy volume. Officawu iiao tai t i.u uivuoauuj vi
Foley's Orino Laxative for constipaials declare that there is an abund- women through the crisis
tion and liver trouble as it will stimance of business in sight and that with but Tittle
ulate these organs and thoroughly
suffering.
they do not look for many material
cleanse your system, which is what
information of valne
Book
containing
.
setbacks for a long time.
to all expectant mothers mailed free.
everyone needs in order to feel well.
The car famine in southern ColorRed, Cross Drug Co. and O. G. SchaefBRAOFIELD REGULATOR OO.
ado is growing more acute and operi
Atlanta, Gam
er. '
ations at the .coal mines of the different companies are badly hampered
with no relief In sight. Starkville is
tied up because of no tcars, MorleF is
Agents BUTTERICK PATTERNS
hampered, Segundo is' behind wftn
orders and nearly every mine In
'
(Ft?
ir5l IttI
southern Colorado is more or less
11,000
tied up because of the shortage which
has been on for weeks. The Colorado
Sq. Feet of
Largest, Most
Fuel & Iron company Is even meetFloor Space
ing difficulty in getting coal from FredModern Store
erick to the Tercio washer. In the
ESTABLISHED
east the situation is somewhat better but is growing worse according to
dispatches. The situation is somewhat
peculiar in that the famine has been
expected for months,, and that the
railroads were notified a long time
ago to be ready to meet the increased demand for cars but in spite of
this, the west is out of cars. The demand has proven larger than was anticipated even by the most sanqulne.
ONE-PIEC- E,
YEN-AG- E
WHY NOT STOP THAT ITCH?
A

IN

THE RAILROAD WORLD

RAILROADS TO
E0UCATE THE

the day switch engine today in the
latter takplace of F. T. Devine, the
ing the night engine. "
J, W. Shaw and J. F, Foley are
brakemen
the' names of two new
chalked up on the board at the local
yard office.
Ed McKay, timekeeper in the car
department at Albuquerque, has resigned his position and gone to the
sanitarium at Colorado
Woodmen
Springs. - I
William Knight has been apposed
chief clerk to J. F. Parker, general
foreman of the bridge and building
department, with headquarters at San
Bernardino.
T. Scully, storekeeper for the Santa Fe at Albuquerque, has gone tj
Temple, Tex., to visit relatives and
Chief Clerk Peterson will officiate
during his absence.
E. E. Curtiss, clerk in the Santa
Fe mechanical, department at San
Marcial has resigned his position in
order to accept a position in the road
service. C. D. Wells, formerly ticket
agent at Clovis, has succeeded him.
the new depot at Belen will soon
be ready for the public. Contractor
A. W. Anson, of Albuquerque, !a
building the new depot, and it will
be an artistic structure, providing
many conveniences ' for the traveling
'

TRAVELING PUBLIC
PLANS OF PASSENGER

AGENTS

HAVE SUCH AN END IN
VIEW

A

SETTER

UNDERSTANDING

Manager of the Opinion That
eats of Both Should be Mutu- alOther Notes of Rail and Shop.
The members of the American Association of Traveling Passenger Agents are going to try to educate the
public to appreciate the railroads and
appreciate the difficulties under
Which railroads labor.
They believe, according to the retiring president, H. H. Rohrer, there
should be a better understanding between the two interests,
, At the closing session of the convention which was held in Chicago
this week, the traveling men pledged
themselves in putting down much of
the red tape which surrounds transactions between the railroads and
.
their patrons.
They will favor simpler forms of
tickets, teaching agents and clerks
to be courteous to the public, telling
patrons when trains are late, telling
the public all about railway wrecks,
giving the people the best rates at
all times and doing everything possible to promote good feeling between the interests concerned..
The association gave a banquet
at which the general passenger
and the passenger traffic managers were guests.
"The railroads want to please the
public," Mr. Rohrer said. "We want
the people to understand that our interests are their interests and their
interests are our inerests. The railroads are the greatest consumers cf
raw products in' the country steel,
coal, lumber, nails, carpets and fittings. When their business suffers all
business feels it. Further than this,
there are several things which the
railroads are going to try to do to
please the people."
The association elected George W.
Andrews, general passenger agent of
the Pacific Coast Steamship company,
president of the association. Other
officers were also elected.
t
eg-en-

.

,

RAILROAD

NOTES

Conductor PleTce Stuart was on the
eick list today, i
Fireman J. R. McCabe laid off one
t' triD
yesterday, "tick.
. Eneineer Hugh Quigley
has been
assigned to engine 1604.
Fireman B. P. Barnett skipped a
trin on his run yesterday.
F. V. Hansen is again in the right
hand side of engine 1610.
Fireman J. W. Telsfer Is laying off
one trip recuperating his nerve.
Fireman V. A. Wolf deadheaded
to Lamy yesterday to do extra work
on the Glorieta mountain run.
A. L. McCredy, traveling engineer
for the Santa Fe, was here yesterday looking after his numerous 'du-- ,
ties.
J. D. Murphy returned to work
yesterday, after laying off several
days sick. He relieved Brakeman E.
A. West.
L. C. Johnson, who has been working for the past six months as a
switchman. In the local yards, took

.

,

public.

The Santa Fe Is experimenting
with the North American Ditcher, a
device used in the widening of cuts
The maor ditches on
chine, said to be a large Improvement
over the eteam shovel, is being used
near Summit,- - Calif. Only one man
is necessary to handle it and it can
bet used in any kind of track work
requiring the removing of earth.
George Lester, of the boilerhouse
force at Albuquerque, has resigned
his position and gone to Point Richmond, Calif., where he will take the
place left vacant by the death of
Harry Farrell. ..Farrell, who was formerly, in the shops there, and well
known among local Santa Fe people,
was '"killed recently at Point Richmond.
The annual report of the Pullman
company for the fiBcal year' ended
on July 31, shows gross earnings of
$33,801,155. The net earnings were
$10,948,201 or 10.94 per cent on the
capital stock. The surplus for the year
after the payment of 8 per cent on
the' company's shares was $2,494,000,
raising the total surplus to $9,995,000.
During the last preceding year the
company earned 9.78 per cent on its
eapital stock.'
Santa Fe passenger No.. 8, jumped
the track while leaving the Kinsley
Kans., yards at midnight Monday.
The day coach and two chair cars
near the middle of the train climbed
the rails, without any' apparent cause
when the train was just getting up
speed. The cars broke out from the
train and turned on their sides in the
ditch. The passengers . were badly
shaken up, but no one was hurt. If
the train had been going at a high
rate of speed the accident undoubtThe
edly would have been serious.
cars that remained on the rail Were
attached to No. 10 and continued
right-of-way- s.

.

east

Statistics

compiled

by the

New

York public (service commission show

that the street cars ot that city car
ried in 1907, more passengers than
those of Chicago

Philadelphia

Boston combined, which is the

and

latest

year for which detailed figures were
obtainable. Moreover in this partic
ular activity New York is a long way
ahead of London, and Paris and Ber
lin combined. In its steamship trade,
foreign and domestic New York leads
London. Nearly a third of the auto
mobiles of the United States are us
ed by residents of New York city.
Over twice as many automobiles are
in service in New York as in Lon
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Druggist K. D. Goodall Assures Re-25 Cent
lief
With
Every
At .the coming term of the federal
Bottle
court at Alamogordo, N. M a case
of unusual interest will be the trial
Druggist K. D. Goodall of this town
of Oliver Carr, of El Paso, an El says
that he has found Indisputable
con&
Southwestern
Paso
passenger
proof that eczema can be cured not
ductor, on the charge of smuggling in one or two cases, but in scores of
alien Chinese into the United States. cases which he has studied.
Last April the federal grand jury reHe would, of course, not think of
turned two true bills against Carr, making such a recommendation to his
one charging smuggling of Chinese; neighbors and patrons, were it not
the other conspiracy to smuggle, en- that his years and years of success
tered into with Sam Lee, a China- with D. D.' D. Prescription enables
man who conducts a restaurant in him to speak of this remedy with con
Tucumcarl, and Moss Tharpe, a ne- fidence. It is a gentle, soothing wash
gro Pullman porter resident of Chica- with the mild oil of wmtergreen as a
go. The conspiracy case was tried in base. All the cures seem to be per
the April term, and after a long, manent, at any rate, a trial bottle
hard fight all three of the defendants at 25 cents will take away the Itch
at once instantly. We are sure, of
were acquitted.
'
of this.
John D. Stack, superintendent
K. D. Goodall Center Block drug
the Trinidad division of the Colorado
& Southern Railway and one of the store.
well known railroad men
of the
If men could make money as eas
southwest, has tendered his resignaas they can make love we should
tion, effective at once, to accept a ily
all be millionaires in a short time.
position as assistant superintendent
of the Sacramento division of the
What Would You Qo?
Southern Pacific with headquarters
a burn or scald what
In
in that city. Mr. Stack has sent his would case of
you do to relieve the pain? Such
D.
to
J.
resignation
Welch, general injuries are liable to occur In any
superintendnt, but that official is at family and everyone should be preppresent in the east and action on the ared for them. Chamberlain's Salve
matter must be deferred until his reon a soft cloth will relieve the
turn. Mr. Stack's connection with the applied
pain almost instantly, and unless the
Southern Pacific begins with the injury is a very severe one, will cause
first of this month and he will leave the parts to heal without leaving a
for California as soon as he can make scar. For sale by all dealers.
arrangements, probably by the close
of the week.
Riches in one's childen are de- ' The
Pennsylvania has Just , com- f erred dividends.
pleted the building of a large electric
locomotive in Us shops at Altoona.
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat
No. 3998, the first Pennsylvania type ment by the agreeable, aromatic Ely'f
of electric locomotive to be finished, Creara Balm. It is received through the
was given a trial last week. No. 3998 nostrils and cleanses and heals the whole
weighs 330,000 pounds, it will develop Buriaoe over which it diffuses itself. Drug,
4,000 horse power, about three tim6 gists sell the 60c size. Test it and you
as much as a giant freight locomo- are sure to oonunne tne treatment ull re.
tive, and could pull a heavy freight lieved.
Announcement.
train at a speed of some sixty or se
To accommodate those who are Tjartial
enty miles an hour. In appearance, 1 to the use of atomizers in
applying liquids
!s similar to two passenger coaches
into the nasal passages tor catarrhal trouwith huge driving wheels and rods. ble, the proprietors
prepare Cream Balm in
un eacn sme ci tne steel cabs are liquid form which will be known as Ely's
fpn square windows, while at the ends liquid Cream Balm. Jf rice including tiij
there are oblong windows, similar spraying tube is 75 cents. Drnggiuts or b)
in appearance to steamship
jnaiL The liquid form embodies the mad
The cabs conceal the giant motors loinai DroperUes of the solid preparation.

SUFFERING
,

ONE YEAR

Cured by Lydia E.
Compound
Pink-ham'sVegeta- ble

Milwaukee. Wis.
"Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vetretable
Compound has made
J
'JM Jim ll
me a weu woman,
and I would like to
tell the whole world
of It.
I suffered
fromf emale trouble
fearful
and
painsin
my back. 1 had the
I
best doctors and
they all decided
that I had a tumor
j i
in addition to my
female trouble, and
advised an operation. Lydia E.
einkham's Vetre table Compound made
me a well woman and I have no more
haotaphA. T hnnn T can heln Others bv
telling them what Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for
me." Mks. EmmaImse, 883 First St,
Milwaukee, Wis. ,. .
The above is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received ofby the
Pinkham Medicine Company Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubtthat
Vegetable Conv
Lydia E. Pinkham's
pound, made from roots and herbs,
dis-asactually does cure theBe obstinate
of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such sutit to herself to at
uring woman owes
least give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.
I

UJ
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t
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es

Plnlrhmn. at TjVTlTt. Mass..
invites all sick women to writ
her for advice. She has guided
thousands to health and her
advice Is free.
UTrs- -
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l$62

This day
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F r i d a y arid S a tu r d ay
Specials

DRESSES

MO

AT ESPECIALLY TEMPTING PRICES

don.

AFTER

IMS

(tca8

All
All
All
All
All

e
of our $ 9.50
Dresses, at
e
of our 12. 50 to $14 50
Dresses, at .
e
of our 15.00 and $17.50
Dresses, at
e
of our 19.50 and 21.50
Dresses, at ..
e
of our 22.50 and 25.00
Dresses, at

7.50
9.50

One-piec-

One-piec-

12.25

One-piec-

1625

One-piec-

One-piec-

19.00

-

Patronize Your Home Merchants
-

The Men who make your City possible. The Men
who employ the most help, pay the lartrest portion
of the taxes and take an active interest in making
your City a home-lik- e
place in which to live.

'

NOTICE

We positively guarantee our prices to be as low, or lower, as those of any
r
house in the
country on the same grade of merchandise. We save you at least, the expressage, show you THE GOODS
before yon buy and in cases of dissatisfaction we are here, ready and willing to satisfactorily adjust the
'

mail-orde-

matter.

Ladies' Coats

'

Coat, in black only, trimmed with
silk soutache braid and velvet piping, with satin
covered buttons, liued to. the waist with' heavy
lining, a warm serviceable and dressy. Coat, for
A

h

.$8.50

EACH!

Ladies' Millinery
We still have a number of very desirable styles
in Fall Millinery. These are of the best on the
market and the materials are unsurpassed. This
week any Hat marked to sell for $6.00 to f 7.50 for

$5.00

nice line of Coats made from fancy mixed
suitings, stylish and serviceable, for
A

Any Hat marked to sell for

$11.50

56-inc-

Wool

h.

AH wool Suiting,

Suiting.in 59c
wide,

Yards Outing Flannel. 75c
of
colors in

good Outing Flannel, fast
either light or dark patterns, only 10 yards to a
customer,
10 YARDS FOR 75C.
10

yards

to

112,

for

Good Sheets, 45c

yd- -

brown, navy

garnet and gray, suitable for tailored Suits'
Dresses and Children's Wear,
PER YARD, 59C.

10

S8

$7.50

full sized Sheet of good quality, torn tnd
hemmed, an excellent value, for
A

;

.

$45C. EACH.

Pillow Cases
A Pillow Case of nice

quality, torn and
med, well made and lull size, 44x36, only
11C. EACH.

hem-
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MEXICO

NEWS

LAME BACKS FEEL FINE

AFTER
Charles Insley of Albuquerque killed
a lobo wolf near Coyote
canon and
wounded another.
Juan Trujlllo of Johnson Mesa was
found guilty at Raton, In district court,
of killing a cow not his own.
The M. B. Goldenberg company of
Tucumcari, last week sold 2,000 wethers at $3 a head to W. L. Bishop.
,
Q. W. Bernstein nas wrought suit in
the district court for Bernalillo county,
against George C. Graham on an account for 1121.13.
Lewis Bellows of Hopewelle, Ky.,
who went to Tucumcari from Dawson,
Colfax county, was found dead on his
cot at a Tucumcari hotel. Death was
caused by tuberculosis.
An aged man, name unknown, was
seriously injured thirty miles west of
Clovis, by a sandstorm upturning his
'frame shack Just as he opened the
door, and falling on him.
Eugene King, formerly of Folsom,
Union county, died at Huron Oregon,
from an v overdose of laudanum., The
deceased was married three years ago
to Miss Ollie Rope of Folsom. The
wife and an infant son survive.
"Through Columbus, N. M., 2400 head
of. cattle from Mexico were admitted
to entry to the tinned States last
Saturday. Of the total importation
2100 were receive
Dy a. O. Bailey
and 300 head by Albert Llndauer.
A pretty wedding took
place at
Guadalupe church in Santa Fe yesterday when at 6 o'clocs Miss Elizabeth
Moriarty, daughter of Judge M. T.
Morlarty, was united in marriage to
George Woodman of Wichita, Kan.
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, who has
been connected with the C. H. Stearns
company at Santa Rosa for the past
two years, has severed his connection
with that firm and is arranging to open
a general mercantile store at Vaughn.
Miss M. Copperswalthe, proprietor
of the Tesuque Park ranch, north of
Santa Fe, has shipped two car loads
of fine apples to Aiouquerque. The
crop at the ranch this year was unusually large, the trees bearing an excellent variety of fruit.
Miss Irene Ellston, while alone in
the house of John H. Majors at Raton,
in the evening, surprised a burglar
gathering together the silverware in
the dining room, and threw a heavy
candlestick at the intruder who hastened to jump out of a window and esi

'

caped!

of the
infantry, at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., has arrived in Santa Fe
and has taken an office with Captain
Brookes at the capitol. Sergeant Showalter has been detailed to the New
Mexico National guard by the war department.
j
Sheriff J. F. Ward of Tucumcari,
yesterday landed four prisoners in the
penitentiary at Santa Fe. They were
sentenced at Tucumcari by Judge A.
W. Cooley. The prisoners are: Rafael
Sergeant

First

W. H. Showalter

U.-- S.

A FEW

DOSES

A real surprise awaits every sufferer from kidney or bladder trouble
who takes several doses of Pape's
Diuretic. Misery in the back, sides
or loins, sick headache, nervousness,
rheumatism pains, heart palpitations,
dizziness,, sleeplessness, Inflamed or
swollen eyelids, lack of energy and
all symptoms of
kidneys
f
simply vanish.
Uncontrollable urination (especially at night), smarting, offensive and
discolored water and other bladder
misery ends. ,
The moment you suspect kidney
or urinary disorder, or feel any rheumatism, begin taking this harmless
medicine, with the knowledge that
there is no' other remedy, at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world, which will effect so thorough
and prompt a cure as a fifty-cetreatment of Pape's Diuretic, which
any druggist can supply..
It is needless to feel miserable and
worried, because this unusual preparation goes at once to the
kidneys and urinary system, distributing Its cleansing, healing and
strengthening Influence directly upon
the organs and glands affected, and
completes the cure before you realize It '
Your physician, pharmacist, banker
or any mercantile agency will tell
you. that Pape, Thompson & Pape, of
Cincinnati, is a large and responsible
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy
of your confidence.
Only curative results can come
from taking Pape's Diuretic, and a
few days' treatment will make any
one feel fine.
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty-cetreatment any drug store anywhere in the world.
i

Padilla and Susano Padilla, one to two
years for larceny of cattle; Claudld
Ulibarrl, one year, for larceny from
dwelling and Leonard McDonald, one
to two years for burglary.
W. A. Fleming Jones of Las Cruces,
whn attended thn Southern Conserva
tion congress at New Orleans, as dele
gate from New Mexico ana as secretary of the New Mexico Conservationa
commission, secured the adoption of
resolution in favor of statehood for
the territory by the congress.
Tho first, inmate of the New Mexico
Reform school at. Springer, reached
the institution Thursday or last weeK.
Wa la a fourteen vear old boy from
Eddy county whose mother died when
he was six years old. His first task
at the school was washing windows,
work which he did' cneerruuy ana wen.
a suit, for the collection of a note
for $1,878 was filed in the district
court at Albuquerque by E. L. Medler

THURSDAY,

against Carrie M. Childers as executrix of the estate of William B. Childers, deceased. The suit sets forth that
the plaintiff gave a not to T. N.
for the above amount for the
accommodation of Mr. Childers, taking
the latter's law library as security. Interest due on the note is also asked.
The session of court which will be
convened in Alamogordo on Nov. 22,
will be the biggest and perhaps the
most Interesting ever: held In Otero
county. In compliance with the wishes of the many attorneys interested,
Judge Cooley postponed the September term of the district court until
November, ,when It will be conducted
at the same time with the federal
court Two grand juries and two petit
juries will be empanelled and will
work simultaneously.
Five more suits for the collection
of back taxes in Sandoval county were
filed in the district court at Albuquerque yesterday by District Attorney
Klock, making a total of eight such
suits filed, involving nearly $40,000.
It is expected that other suits will be
filed later, as Mr. Klock has announced his intention of collecting the back
taxes in Sandoval county so that the
financial stringency in that county's
government may be relieved. The
suits filed yesterday name the territory as plaintiff and are against the
following: Manuel Armijo, $270.22;
Esqulpula Baca, $1,283.88; Jesus Ma.
Sandoval $896.58; E. A. Mlera, $2,847;
V. S. Mlera, $239.25.

CAUSES DEBILITY

Wil-kers-

JACK NASH, FORMER

The Las Vegas friends of Jack Nash,
formerly a resident of this city when
he was a popular idol among local
baseball fans, being one of the stars
of the old Las Vegas Blues, while
a member of the club's pitching staff,
will be Interested to learn that "Jack"
has joined the ranks of the benedicts.
Nash is now living In Trinidad, and
of that city gives
the Chronicle-New- s
the details of his marriage, which took
place at Denver this week as follows:
"The marriage bug has again attacked the Chronicle-New- s
office, taking off this time Jack Nash, our amiable circulator. Tuesday morning in
Denver Miss Kathryn Carpenter and
Jack Nash were united in marriage,
Mrs. John English witnessing the ceremony which was a simple one.
"The newly wedded couple will
spend a few days touring the northern
part of the state and will also go to
Cripple Creek to visit the groom's
mother, returning to Trinidad to make
their home. They will be at home
here after December 1.
"The wedding was quietly planned
and was a general surprise to the
friends of the young couple. . Mr. Nash
has made his home In Trinidad for
he past three years, holding the position of circulator for the Chronicle- News and In summer pitching ball for
the fast Trinidad team. ... He was

.TV-
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most human way of determining your

likes and dislikes.

Right after drinking some other beer, call
for a bottle or a glass of BLATZ. Sip it
slowly give your palate a chance to do justice
to the occasion. Do this the first chance
you get.
You will find that you are quite a connoisseur. You will be able to judge just as
v

well as anybody else.
You will be surprised and gratified at the
satisdelightfully "complete, "
fying taste which has ever been an exclusive
d,

BLATZ feature. Comparison emphasizes
BLATZ character, and its unfailing, unvarying excellence. Be your own judge.

Catarrh causes debility. In our
opinion, most people suffering from
Such
general debility have catarrh.
cases of debility cannot be completely
cured by medicine not designed to
eradicate catarrh. In every case where
our remedy falls to give entire satis
faction we will not charge a cent for
the medicine employed during , the
trial. Now, surely no one should hesl-- .
tate to believe us or to put our claim
to praotical test under such conditions.
We will take all the risk; no one else
can lose anything by the transaction.
We make these statements and this
offer because we know and have time
and again proved that Rexall Mucu-Tonrarely 'fails to do as we. claim.
It is not a cure-al- l prescribed to cure
every disease that flesh is heir to.
It is intended for one purpose, i. e., to
cure catarrh by assailing the diseased
condition in a reasonable, scientific
way, which is to employ agents that
have been found to have the tonic and
alterative power to correct faulty
metabolism (tissue change) and to
stimulate and help nature overcome
the cause or causes of catarrh. This
being done, appetite increases, nutri-toImproves, weight is gained, comfort of body is attained and life's work
taken up with the zest natural to the
perfectly healthy Individual.
We want you to try Rexall Mucu-TonFollow directions and take It
regularly and consistently for a reason
able length of time. Then, if you are
not satisfied, come back and tell us
and the money you paid for the treatment will be returned without any argument whatever.
comes In two
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
sizes, 50c. and $1.00 a bottle. Sold
only at our store, The Rexall Store.
E. G. Murphey.
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Bacon

arms

Have the finest flavor
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS

-

If your grocer
does not

GUARLES ILFELD

keep them '
he will
order them

COMPANY

for you

n

Wholesalers of
General
Tvler-oheir-ic- ii

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
J

v

brought to Trinidad with Webster's
first baseball team.
."During his residence In Trinidad
he has made many friends with his
genial personality as well as his sterling business qualities and congratulations will be showered upon him when
he returns to town the last of this
f
week.
"His bride has been connected with
the suit and cloak department of the
Hamersloifgh Dry Good company for
more than a year, coming here front
Colorado Springs, and also is well and
popularly known here. She is a charming young woman whose friends are
legion here."
Sick Headaqhe
This distressing disease results from
a disordered condition of the stomach,
and can be cured by taking Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
a free sample at all dealers, and try it.
FLYING

IN

MACHINES

The small
of the aeroplane will forbid its ex
ploitation as a means of transporta
tion and its entire dependence upon
favorable weather conditions will
render It,- at least for the pr.esent, in
capable of fulfilling a contract for the
either of mails or exconveyance
press mater or of living up to the ex
acting schedule of regular passenger
,
service.
Admitting, then, that the aeroplane
will be practically restricted to the
field of sport, it becomes possible to
forecast its probable lines of devel
opment. Wilbur Wright considers that
his own motor Is now equal in reliability to the average automobile
motor; he has made 280 successive
flights without a motor mishap and
claims to have run one of his engines
in a shop test for seven consecutive
hours. He believes that the next notable advance will be made In the direction of "high flying." The difficul
ty of finding a landing place, in case
of the motor stopping, will be largely
obviated by flying high, even at the
altitude of several thousand feet.
Thus, at one mile elevation, in case
of the stoppage of the motor, the
operator would be in a position to
glide over seven miles, on a slope of
one In seven, before reaching the
ground. Since this glide can be made
in any direction, a choice of a land
ing place can be made out of tne
total area of 150 square miles included in a circle of 14 miles in diameter. High flying, moreover, will take
the machine out of the belt of aerial
bellows and eddies caused by the
passage of the wind over the iregu- larltles of the earth's surface.
It cunnot be denied that the most
serious defect in the aeroplane is its
inability to leave and return to the
ground without. considerable risk, except in a comparalvely quiet amos- phere and until this limitation has
been removed it must be regarded as
still In the experimental stage, even
for the purposes of sport. If the aeroplane is to take its place with the
t
sailing yacht and the automobile
must' be rendered so far independent
of atmospheric conditions that the
owner can "go for a sail" in any but
the strongest winds. No sport can be
s
come popular In which
of a day are spent in watching for a
summer breeze to die down so that
a trip may be taken in the remainlag
fourth. A possible solution may be
found in the use of lifting
which will raise the machine
vertically, clear of the ground, and
be thrown out of gear as soon as sufficient forward velocity has been attained. The same propellers would al
low of a gentle vertical descent In
alighting. From "The Aeroplane A
Retrospect and a Forecast" by J.
Bernard Walker, in the American Reviews- of Reviews for November.
'
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EAST LAS VEGAS.
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(Hickory Smoked)
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three-fourth-
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BRAND

GUARANTEE

screw-propeller-

i

Virginia

J

Lots of men talk big about settl
ing the affairs of the nation when
they don't even settle with the butch
er and the grocer.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

cxrf GO.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE HERS HAUTS
and Doalorm In
WOOL, HIDES

and PELTS

Housom mi

Cast lam Vogaa, N.M., Albuquerque, jr. Mm, Tuoumomrl,
Mm, Peoom, Mm Mm, Logan, M. Mm, Trinidad, Colorado

Mm

BAIN WAGONS,
RACWE-SATTL-

the East Farm Wagon mada
CO,, Vohlslos

EY

tSAVAJO tJLAK'fETS

EXPERIMENTAL STAGE
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HERE ARE FACTS BACKED UP

e.

LAS VEGAN, A BENEDICT

fflSRto.

well-rounde-

THRU
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Retail Prices:
3,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to, 200 lbs., each delivery, 4oc per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of 'Natural Ice, the
ourrty and lasting- qualifies of which have made Las Veg-a- t
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
-

Browne &

lanzanars

WHOLESALE GROCERS

A

Seada and Saadara
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Qaps.
v

Headquarters in the Territory for

v

Plows. Agricultural Implements
FULL

mi

Cf

MEXICAN

M.HLE

SOUP

Bar
Opera
nothing But
PahGi'o Draught

on Tap

El

I'tt
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WHOLESOME AMERICAN

Interesting to few people. It Is the during October, 1,470.
man in the machine who attracts AtNumber of daily papers in library
as
Henry
White, who is retiring
tention because he Is doing a danger- during October, 3.
1879.
ambassador to the French republic, set ous thing. It Is about the same, kind
Number of weekly periodicals in
an example of wholesome American of sport, in essential
as library during October, 10.
Qualities,
PUBLISHED BY
ism by declining a decoration at the "looping the
of conNumber of monthly periodicals in
loop." The
hands, of the French t government. cern is not whether thepoint
.Individual
The Optic Publishing Company The"
,
during October, 9.
example was all the mora--, salu- by his 'skill can accomplish a given library
of
periodic;!
tary by reason of the fact, that It was task or excel another in the same alsNumber
incorporated
In the library during October, 1.
offered by one republic to the official
The following flew books were re-- i
but; whether he can live
undertaking,
dewas
of
another
and
representative
M. M. padgett:.;U.YH;editor
u'""' T
...
ceived and put In circulation:
clined on the ground that the spiirt of through it, Automobile toeing; aside from this .'.'Little Slater Snow," by Miss tittrepublican institutions was opposed to
etemenc oi hsk, is a 'contest among le; j
'' Jy'
decorations.
for advertising pur- My Lady of the South," by Dan- .Mr. White displayed special good manufacturers
taste In keeping in mind the fact that, poses, and certainly they are not dall Parish.
"Old Rose and Silver.'' by Myrtle
though he was retiring from the am- - moved hy consideration lor epori out
Entered at the Postofflce at East bassadorship, he could not dissociate solely by the hope of gain,
Reed.
Of course, football will not be dis- - ""The Last of the Barons," by EdLas Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
himself from the official relation he
bore. Ha refused to accept a gift or continued because of these deaths, ward Bulwer Lyton.
,jnatter.
"In His Name," by Edward Everett
an, honor which could not be recipro- - but those who promote or permit it;
'
cated by the country whose represent- - especially the college authorities who Hale.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
ative he was. This attitude Is In have a large oower of control, ought "The Gorgeous Borgia," by ' Justin
marked contrast to that of many to see to it that the rules are so McCarthy.
Dally.
who eagerly accept any- amended as to minimise the dangers.
r$T Year by Carrier
Betty Wales," by Margaret Wade.
.,.$7.00 Americans
offered and fail to sink their'
As for automobile racing,-- i ..there '"Sliver Horde," by Rex Beach.
Per Month by Carrier .
65 thing
own personal relation In their official seems to be no relief. So long as man
"The Land of Long Ago,"' by Eliza
Per. Week by Carrier....
... 20 capacity.
'
- ufacturers find it profitable1 to 'cater Calvert Hall.
'
This is not the" first time Mr. White to the
'
"Turton
so
Weekly
King," by Geo. Barr Mc- mania,
speed
has displayed this same spirit of simOne year
hardy- men will risk their HveS' afld Cutcheon.
.,,, ,o ,. t
...$2.00 ple American
tact and patriotism. He so
as the morbid public Is willSir Months
"Redemption of Kenneth Gait," by
long
LOO refused
honors
from
the
Italian
high
to witness or desires to witness Will N. Harben., .
government under similar circum- ing
daredevil
' performances, the port "The Moccasin Ranch," by Hamlin
stances.
his
long diplom- will
Throughout
The Optic today entered upon the
But it Is worth while Garland.
continue.
ciHi
lift
hna
hitrh
tha
omhnrHpri
thirty-firs- t
year of its publication. est rnrpr
"Scarlet Pimpernel,", by Baroness
calling attention to the matter by way
traditions
Americanism
and
best
of
as
a
small
course
its
Starting
daily,
race
the
of
is
human
that
Orezy.
reminder,
conspicuous credit upon
has been ever upward and onward, till and reflected
"Robert Fulton and the Clermont;
nrt tha sarvi
himooif
Thorn hnvo not so averse to encouraging trag- today it ranks among the foremost pawho- - too edy and the sacrifice of human life by Alice Crary Sutclifte,
American
ambassadors
been
in
the
southwest.
pers
"John Marvel, Assistant." by Thos.
quickly succumbed to' the aristocratic as It is wont to boast.
Nelson Page.
and monarchial environment In which
UP TO MR. BURSUM.
"Open Country," by Maurice Hewthey found themselves at a foreign
court. Mr. White's career has been CARNEGIE LIBRARY
lett.
The recent suggestion of The Optic an example and a warning in this con"Anne of Avonlea," by L. M.
that Chairman H. O. Bursum ought nection. The diplomatic service loses i
HAS
BUSY
MONTH
to call the territorial republican cen- a brilliant representative in his retire"Margarita's Soul," by Ingraham
tral committee together for the pur- ment from the post he has filled with
Lovell.
Flutes of the Gods," by Marah
"The
pose of getting a line on who should such ability and good taste.
The monthly report for October of Ellis
be recommended to succeed Governor
Ryan.
Mrs. Mary C. Chapman, who presides
FATAL
The Light That Failed," by Kip- SPORTS.
Curry, has borne fruit. Many letters
over
as
the
Carnegie
librarian,
library
have been sent to Mr. Bursum durv
mvcresu xue ' ,lgt Ej
b Augusta Jane Ev- ing the past few days, by members of It would be unreasonable to dis- month just luan
past was a busy one fox
the committee and others, urging him courage all sports that involve
physenucuucu uy me reto call the committee together, and It ical danger, for physical ' danger ut) jiuiuiy -as
"Schonberg Cotta Family," by Eliz
:
Will be unlike that gentleman to ig lurks in every contest of animal skill port, which folows
R. Charles.
abeth
of bound volumes in the
nore the urgent request of so many or endurance. But the fatalities of Number
"Red Cloud of the Lakes," by FredOctober
1,
6,481.
library
football and automobile racing are so
of the party leaders.
Number of bound volumes added by erick Burton.
Humors that have something more heavy that these popular sports arej
purchase during October, 24,
than mere conjecture as a foundation In a class by themselves.
gift' Vicar I'm sorry to hear you'vea
are to the effect that we are in dangbeen so poorly. You must pray for
from Mrs. Lucas, 1.
Vnamed
season.
more
an
outsider
than
er of having
That is
by
prize
good heart Thomas.
Number
of
bound
volumes,
gift
over
the
President Taft to preside
i
Thomas Yaas, sur but it's my Hv- 34.
from
Arthur
Mrs.
Judell,
n
ri.destinies of ,New Mexico. If there is
f.Mi,. I,.. Number of bound volumes, elft er wot be wrong,
ye know, zur. Tat-tiea wrangle about who is to have the
1
12.
brary
appointment, or if a man Is suggested brutes. We make no plea for Prize tTTAttle,iAc
Number of bound ' valumes in the
who had been so closely allied with fighting, but we protest against any
October- 31, 6,552.
.
"Marry, me," pleaded ,the mere man,
some of the unsavory stunts that have game, that kills six men in a short library,
of
Number
cards
to
issued
new
.
pa-- , "and
your slightest wish shall be
off
in
the
been pulled
the past,
presi- season of thirty days.
16.
granted.
As for automobile racing, it is an trons,
dent will be justified in sending in
Number of books loaned during
"But" Queried the wise woman,
a man from the states. But if the exception if a meeting does not
v
1,089.
"how about the large ones?" Chicago
in one or more deaths. Indeed, October,
committee meets and agrees on a
Number of persona using the library News.
V.,..
clean, capable man, there need be no this sport is little more than a race
with death.
The chief Interest apfear of having an outsider named.
n.-- New Mexico has many able men pears to be in the point whether the
farr nm j rt i
who, as governor, would reflect cred- operators can come off without brokHa:r falling out? Troubled with dandruff? Want more hair? An elegant dressing ?
it upon the territory, but they are not en necks or limbs. There is really
Olyoerin. Quinia. Sodium Chlorid.
Irtpwdipnfa '
jj
Capsicum. Sac. Alcohol. Water, Sorfume.
seeking the appointment. For them to little of real sport In a contest beWe believe doctors endorse this formula, or we would not put it up.
accept the place would mean to sacri- tween two machines. After all it Is a
fice their private Interests and they demonstration of mere mechanical
:
would not only have to be Invited, but skill in designing and manufacture,
.
'
II
.T. P.
(Vn-T- .
so
and
far, as that is concerned it is
urged to accept the responsibility.
A

D.

Correct ffatcli Repairing

-

semi-monthl- y

The repairing .of Watches is our specialty.
We,KarC
i!'K'.
giving this; department cur,, post
nw careful attention.' $rmg your time piece to
j
',si
fi n''to be repaired and be thereby assured at
J U'
!;' satisfaction. All work sruaranteed..- .yf
-

i

v-.-'.

!lv

R.

J. Taipert,

Manufacturing', Jeweler and Optician
606 Douglas Ave. A.T. & 8.1W. Watch
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000, including 500 southerns

Market
Native steers, $4.35
is
trong
today.
i
v
8.50 southern
steers, $3.254.75;
southedn cows, $2.503.80; native
St. Louis Wool
4. Wool
St. Louis, Nov.
Market cows and heifers, $2.255.50; stackunchanged today. Territory and west- ers and feeders, $3 5.20; bulls, $2.65
western,
3.80; calves, $3.ziS'0.Zi
ern mediums, 2429; fine mediums,
$3.803.85; western cows, $2.75
$4.40.
Metal Market
five to ten
New York, Nov. 4. Lead, market . Hoes 9.000 Market
$f.60
bulk
of
sales,
cents
higher;
market
at
440445.
Copper,
steady
and
packers
7.85;
$7.807.90;
heavy,
standard
easy,
spot, $12.4012.75;
butchers, $7.6507.85; light, $7.25
Decembea. $12.5012.75. Sllwr 50
$7.75; pigs, $6.507.Z5.
Sheep 5,000 Market is steady
Chicago Provisions Market
Mnttnna $ff?4.75 lambs. $5.80
Chicago, Nov. 4. Wheat, December
102; May, 102 2
Corn, Decem- 7.20; range wethers and yearlings, $4
4.25; range ewes, $sw-o- ber, 58
Oats, DecemMay, 60
Pork,
ber, 39
May, 41
'
;
May, $19.50. Lard, ABRUZZI'S PROMOTION NO
January,
November $12.32 2 January $11.70.
STEP, TOWARD WEDDIWli
Ribs, January, $10.30; May $10.20.
that the
Bnmp. Nov. 4. The report
s
Money and Stocks
Duke of Abruzzl is soon to be pro
moted to be a rear admiral as a preNew York Nov. 4. Call money,
with Miss
3
per cent. Prime mercan liminary to his marriage
Rlkins. of West Virginia, is
8
tile paper, 5
per cent. Mexican
pronounced , "absurd" by officials of
dollars, 43. Amalgamated, 88
Italian
department
navy
New York Central, the
Atchison, 124
133
Southern Pacific, 129; Union here. They say the duke will be pro
because oi nis seniority
Pacific,201
preferr- moted simply
steel, 92
among the captains and on account of
'
ed, 128
his services.
Tho fact is that even the dukes
x
Chicago Live Stock
n VP fin
Va naw
b......
mm. .
ttnAn In i"v
UluacoU llicuua
4.
Nov.
Cattle
5,000
Chicago,
idea of what plans the American
Market steady to a shade lower.- beauty and the royal sailor have form-eJ- ,
Beeves,
$3.909.10; Texas steers.
if, Indeed, they have formed any.
$4.25
western steers,
$3.8005.35;
and feeders, $3
7.40: tockers
A young couple entered a railway
cows and heifers; $2 5.70;
calves, carriage and .were immediately put
;
.
$6.258.50.
down as a bridal pair. But they were
10
Hoes 14.000 Market 5 to
and beremarkably
cents hlghef Lights,
$7.307.85; haved with such sangfroid that the
mixed,
$7.458.05; heavy, $7.40
other passengers began to doubt.
8.10; sows, $7.407.60; heavy, $7.60 .As the train moved out the young
pigs, $7.007.50; bulk of sales man Tose to take off his overcoat,
$7.808.
and a shower of rice fell out. The
Sheep 15,000 Market strong to napseneors
miled broadly.
10
cents' higher Natves, $2.5C
But even that did not affect , the
i - TOostom S9. 7K(f5)4 Rrt- - . vonrHtie-s- . youth, who also smiled, and, turning
$4.505.85; lambs, $4.557.30; west to his partner, remarked audibly:
ern, $4.757.25.
"By Jove, May! I've stolen the
Kansas City Livestock.
bridegroom's overcoat." Boston Her-Kansas City, Nov. 4. Cattle 4,-- j aid.
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First Complete
Display of The fJciv Fall Shoes
Choice Showings of Men s, Women's, Misses and Infants' Shoes in Fine

8
1

Assortments and Fair Prices

m

'

There is nothing which requires more care in buying- than shoes because only an expert
can tell the difference between the really good and the one which only LOOKS IT.
It's a far cry from the raw skins to the finished footwear many intermediate processes,
many chances for clever deception, which may be skilfully covered over, but which means a differ'
ence of good dollars to YOU in the matter of wear and service.
You can onh'j be sure of shoe merit by the name on the shoe, and the name on the door
.,

where you buy it.
So far as possible Swe try to protect our patrons by handling only
'
or those especially made for us as

E.

P, Rccd & Co.'s

n

,

,

branded shoes,

great pride in this line., because we know
that there isn't a better Shoe made for the same
money. They are made on foot form laatsr and will
not deform the feet. All leathers, tan' and black;
Vioi, Patent Colt, Calf Skin, all sizes, lace or
button, 1.25 to $3.00 pair.

i

Florsheim Shoes

If you have given up in despair of ever finding a
Shoe that will wear that Boy of yours just a reasoa- -

FOR MEN

Fit is absolutely essential to satisfactory footwear,
primarily for comfort and necessary to service. Every
reputation, of giving UNUSUALLY longser vice, made FL0RSHEIM shoe is
made on lasts that no matter
of Calf Skin, with good heavy oak soles.
what their shape, allow the foot to rest naturally
without the cramping or huddling of the toes so
r..p
prevalent in the ordinary shoe giving the proper
We show some very good Shoes in our Holland,
amount of ball room, supporting the instep and
Red School House, and Webster lines, in Calf skins,
ing the heel and ankle in a firm yet gentle grasp that
Patent Colts. We guarantee our
Velours,
5'

(Wi'i

We feature a Patent Colt, button, Misses Shoe, wit!h
top, extension soles, very stylish,
2.50, 3.50 and $3.50
jrizes 11 to 2, 2 to 6 ;
Ox-blo-

shoes will give satisfaction
"'

'i

The

has the

Vioi-ki-

Misses' Patent Colt, gray silk top,
to 11, 11 to 2, prices 2.25 and $2.75
. ! sizes 8!

"

Price

,

Minnie B Patent Colt, button welt, fancy 'toe, $3.50
Belen Patent Colt, button straight last,
4.00 Ida Vice Kid, button welt, ..........!.
i....! 400 ,v
Peters Bunion last, blucher, low heel,
. 8.00
.. 3.50
Taft Kid, blucher, welt, fancy toe,
2.50 & 2.75
Mora Kid, blucher, welt, turn,
Berlin Kid, straight last, lace, high arch,
. 4.60
Alfred Dill Ki 3, button, welt, gray suede top, 4.50

4

Boys' Shoes
able lenght of lime, try an "American Boy"

Dittman A Co.'s
Krippendorf
SHOES FOR WOMEN
j

.

Our Autumn stocks are ready with a complete line of good shoes, for Men, Women 'and

We take

'

4

1

&

FOR MISSES & OHLDREN

'-

,

1

L.

Ferris Shoes

SHOtS FOR WOMEN

Military or Cuban heels, genuine finer or goodyear
welt soles. Best leather obtainable, A. B. C. D. fe
'
EE widths.
'
Cushion sole Shoe, lace, Blucher, flexible sole,
easy and comfortable, $4.00
Dutch Dull Calf skin, plain toe; a splendid
every day shoe, fl.00
Dolores Kid, plain toe, blucher, turned
sole; a good everyday shoe, $3.50
Mary Patent Colt, plain toe, blueher, turned,
a fine dressy shoe, $3.50
v
Webster Patent Colt, goodyear welt, blucher
plain toe, $3.50
,,
Dulloch Dull kid, button welt,
$3.50
$2.75
Patty Kid button, low heel, large ankle,
E. P. Reed Gray and black suede, button
military heel; nice fancy toe, $5.00

well-knoW-

-

Ziegler Brothers, E. P. Reid & Co.'s, Krippendorf Dittman brands for Women
The
Ferris and Wood Shoe for Misses and Children. "The American Boy Webster and Red
Sehool House Shoes for he Boy. The famous Florsheim Shoe for Men. Shoes made
especially for us for infants.
'
.4
nlit.
f
x nat
wny me
people wno Duy tneir snoes nere tne nrst time come back for more of the
same kind. If you are one them, you'll understand,
If not, try our shoes and that will be all the proof you need that this is the place to buv

Store of Quality

from" 1.50
'

i

h

to

$3.50
,

insures your comfort.
Of what benefit are Style and Fit without Service?
No two of these qualities are complete without the

other. Every FIiORSHEIM shoe has the uame
in the strap and stamped on the sole; an
absolute gurrantee that the shoe is all lea.tu.or the
very best it is possible to purchase aui the work
manshlp is of the highest quality that it is possible to
secure. 14.00 and 15.00 same as in Chicago.
woven

--

E.LASVEGAS.

'

N.M.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Trustworthy
.

methods daring the
many" years of our
dealings have proven
; the wisdom of trad- ing with us.; - While'
working for1 albusi-'- :
ness we have been
working for a reputation; we have gain- Jed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac-- ;
tory deal we guarantee that.
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"Ethel is not very handsome.
Why $8.95 For Coal Cook Stoves and up.
a belle?" '
"She's waiting for some man to 122.50 For
Ranges and up to

ring her."

TT

y

Yft

PROVIDEFOR OLD AGE,
while you are young. "A rolling stone gathers no moss,"
neither does a spendthrift add to his wealth.
YOUR MONEY DRAWS INTEREST AT THIS SAVINGS
BANK ,
Your oooasional deposits wont ever be missed. The
account grows day by day.
i

do you call, her

.BRIDGE STREET

TT

TT

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Was yer house damaged by $4.05 For Coal Heaters, and up.
that there cyclone,
$1.4:5 For Wood Heaters, and up."
Ike Dunno. I hain't found It yet
$5.90 For Wood Cook Stoves and
Cleveland Leader.
'

Telephone Main 3

TXT

Oil asveps

Hirum

'WINTERS DRUG CO.

W

WW

San;Mi
We Have Taken The' Agency
For The Above Celebrated ,
Lme ot

ABSORBUTS

5

TELP.PHONE

the first one. Then the secretary asked
judicially: "What is the trouble here?"
The police protested that there-w-as
not trouble, and Mr. Murphy walked
into the theater with Secretary Dickinson.
With the presidential party It has
been a case of fighting its way across
tue continent and-- , back.
Everyone
hopes that tha president will not be
arrested; also .'that Secretary Dickinson' will, for in that case some one
will be killed, and it: won't; be the
Tennesseean and tne . presidential
party will feel that it has got even.

'

'

THURSDAY,

'0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

IN OLD AGE, MONEY COMES HANDY.
ALL STOVES BOUGHT OF US, SET
Now warmly welcome back the hats
UP FREE.
Which have in closets dwelt.
Open an account.
PERSONALS
They seem to have no feeling, friend, 15c For any size Stove Pipes and
Elbows.
But, ah, these hats have felt.
New York Telegram
Eugenio Moya left this afternoon
Each
For Stove Collars.
5c
OFFICE WITH
for Ribera.
The Magistrate You accuse youi 5o Each For Flue Stops. ,
D. C. Deuel Is In town from La
Sa.rv
"
Miguel Na-tioaohusband of having raised his hand
Cueva ranch.
15c For any size Flue Dampers.
you.
J. P. Hammond Is at the New Optic againBt
The Plaintiff No, sir; of having
from Kansas City, i
For Zino Stove boards and up.
45c
lowered It on me. Pele Mele..
J. V. Standfast Is. a New Yorker
'
i
25e For the 35o Coal Hods.
NOTICE
at the Castaneda today.
Artist You wish me to
your
J. W. Willis arrived in the city last wife's portrait, Full length, Ipaint
Department of Territorial Engineer.
presume? 10c Each For Stove Shovels.
evening from Cincinnati.
Mr. de Stout Yes, full length, but
First publication Oct, 21, 1909.
H. J. Hicks and J. M. Taggart er you
make her only about 5c Each For Stove Lifters.
Last publication Nov. 11, 1909.
s
are here from Denver today.
width. Boston Transcript- Fe New Mexico, Oct 11,
Santa
J. F. Stokes and W. L. Wilson are
n Way
1909.
'In the city from Chicago today.
Maud
the
with
so
angry
Besides Saving You Around 25 Per Cent on the OoaU
"Why is
E. C. Stuart and'E. W. Stevenson photographer?"
Notice Is uercby given that on the
Raton
town
from
are in
today.
"She found on the back of her picNot a Cheap Price on a Few Things,
6th day of August 1909, In accordAttorney Herbert Raynolds is in ture saying, "The original of this
Blankets and Comforts
ance
with
Law
Section
26,
But a Reasonable Price on Everything.
Irrigation
the city from?' Albuquerque today.
photograph is carefully preserved."
D. Hand, of Las Alamos,
J.
of
1907,
Judge Henry L. Waldo returned Judy.
"Oster-moor
$15.00 For the Celebrated
'here from Kansas City last evening.
Mattress." We carry a full County of San Miguel, Territory of
Our Goods and Prices Stand Investigation.
In
Abercrombie
is
the
the
city
George
line of cheaper makes.
New Mexico, made application to the
Proprietor What's become of
supChico
after
"Post No Bills" sign that was on our
today from Anton
We Pay the Highest Cash Price for Housc
Top Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
$2.65 For the $3.50
fence?
plies.
for a permit to appropriate from the
Mattress, full size. Only at
R. M. Reed, a carpenter, left for
Janitor Some one tore it off and
snsp
hold Goods.
Public Waters of the Territory of
Santa Fe this afternoon to accept a stuck it over the mail box. Boston
THE ROSENTHAL
"Job of work that will last through the Transcript.
New Mexico.
winter.
84.95-F- or
Su.ch appropriation is to be made
$7.50
the
C.
Marshall
R.
S.
and
Walsh
J.
Motionless Mike 'Arry, d'yer see
full size.
Mattress,
Mora river and Coyote creek,
from
came to the city last evening from that 'ere purse?
at points Mora river:, when cor. of
La Junta.
Immovable 'Arry Yus.
Only at
623 Douglas Ave.
Mr.' and Mrs. Harry Haskell
Motionless Mike Ain't it Just our
Sees. 20, 21, 28, 29 T. 20 N. R. 16 E.,
this afternoon on a trip to luck ter 'ave our 'ands in our pockbears N. 42 degrees 30 min. W. 500
ets? Sketch.
California.
a
ft, Coyote creek: when the N. W.
are
Rife
and
Weaver
John
Menno
Cor. Sec. 15, T. 20 N.R. 16 E. bra. E.
Are You
on
of Painting
here from Newton, Kans., today
"There was a time," said the old
means
diversion
600
of
land matters.
C.
A.
by
YfW.
dist,
ft
Inhabitant, "when that piece of proOpposite
County Clerk' Lorenzo Dedgado left perty sold for a song."
and storage, and 200 cu.
per seo. la
If so do not overlook the fact that we are the
for Anton Chico on a business trip "Really!" replied the grand opera THE BIG STORE LITTLE PRICES to be
to twps. 18 N. rgs. 16,
conveyed
sole agents for the MOUNTIAN PLAIN
this morning.
prima donna. "How very expensive!"
& T.19 N. R. 17 B. by
PAINTS. A paint manufactured in Denver
R. C. Freeman and L. L. Crawford
rifled remains of some of the prison- If and 18 E.
Washington Star.
means of ditches, canals, reservoirs,
are at Hotel La Pension today from
,
ers.
expressly for this Western country.
Marcellne, Mo.
His Wife Do tell! That mus' be etc., and there used for auxiliary sup
Mrs. Fly (buzzing angrily) What
Climatically Correct.
Absolutely Pure.
we , hear ply for 14,000 acres.
I. W. Barber came to town from do you mean by coming home in this them hardened criminals
;'
TSiUvnty. OotwanteedU " '
;
r
""
,(
,
condition?C.
I.
Weekly.
Weber
about.THarper'B
last
the
St. Lottis
evening;
All persons who majf 'oppose
. Mr. Fly
Couldn.'t
I
m'dear,
it,
help
i
.Tosenh.
fit.
.1
from
oid are you, granting of the above application
Old Gentleman-7-How- ,
E. 'D.' Johnson, a real estate man, shlipped and fell into a ghlass of beer.
must file their objections, substanman?
little
Boston
my
Transcript;
came In last night from Missouri with
...
Newsboy
Nearly 10, sir.
tiated by affidavits (properly backed)
several prospective farmers.
Old Gentleman And how long have
at
marveled
often
"I
on or
have
your
for
Goldsmith
leaves
Miss Clara
All Aboard for Harvey's!
Feminine beauty is the knack a girl
been in the newspaper business? with the Territorial Engineer
your aptness at repartee, you
of last
from
weeks
date
four
a
before
was
El Paso, Tex., this evening on a visit brilliancy,
I
ever
since
Oh!
Newsboy
morn- has' of knowing how to look
'
out
"
goes
Saturday
Carriage
your
pretty
- to her Bister. Mrs. R. Slater.
publication hereof..
'
"If its more than $5 old man, I kid. Exchange.
ing, returns following Friday Leave when she isn't
J. W. Raynolds, superintendent of can't do a
VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
thing for you. I'm nearly
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
"I believe," she complained, "that
the territorial penitentiary at Santa broke myself.
Post.
Houston
Territorial Engineer.
funcold."
to
attend
the
love is growing
Trading Co's.
A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
Fe, was here today
your
eral of Miss Esther Robblns. "Well" he bitterly replied "If it is
horrified his grandmother Mrs. Maria
I?
and
Reckless
Hub
extravagant
so
needn't feel that it is doing
Some people live next to nature be1
C. L. Weber, representative for the
The average man can't see anything
of Nebo, Ky., who writes that,
When did I ever make a useless pur you
because you haven't made it hot Kcause they .have to lite on next to wrong with his conduct as long as he Taylor,
Wyeth Wholesale Hardware company, chase?
when all thought he would die, Buck-len- 's
Record-Heralme."
for
Chicago
and a well known man here, Is visiting
nothing.
is in a position to look through the
Arnica Salve wholly cured-him- .
Wife Why, there's, that fire ex enough
his trade In city and town today.
.',
Infallible
for burns, scalds, cuts, corns.
a
ago;
you
bought
year
a
bars'
of
from
outside.
tinguisher
the
Jail
J. W. Barker, representing the big we've never used
How's This?
Cures fever sores,
it once. Exchange., Myrtle And you never tire of
wounds, bruises.
Tug factory of W. T. Smith & Son of
bolls, sklnc eruptions, chilblains, 'chapWo offer One Hundred Dollars Reboardwalk chair?
my
Philadelphia, is here visiting the Rospushing
Consumption Statistics
married
ped nands. Soon routs piles. 25c at
gotten
Jerome No,-- Indeed. On the con- ward for any case of Catarrh that
enthal Furniture company, which have WorkmanI've
and I'd like you to raise my wag- trary, I feel as though I am carrying cannot be cured by. Hall's Catarrh prove that a neglected cold or cough all druggists.
the exclusive sale of his line In this sir,
es.
Cure. F. J. dHENEY & CO., Toledo, puts the lungs in so bad a condition
city.
everything before me.
that consumption germs find a fer The man who agrees with everybody
Ohio.
Employer Very sorry for you, but
not
am
everyI
Myrtle Why,
I'm only responsible fro accidents
We, the undersigned, have taown tile field for fastening on one. Stop soon gets the reputation of having
thing.
GUARDING PRESIDENT
that occur in the works. Exchange.
'
Jerome But you are everything to F.. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, the cough just as soon as it appears good Judgment
and believe him perfectly honorable with Ballard's Horehound
me.
Syrup.
Exchange.
"Rubber playing cards. Great inSTRENUOUS WORK
in all business transactions and finan- Soothes the torn and inflamed tis
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
vention."
Patience I hear they ran away and cially able to carry out any obliga sues and makes you well again. Sold
quickly, strengthens the lungs and extions made by his' firm. WALDING, by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
''What good are they?"
married.
got
time from the
pels colds. Get the genuine in a yel&
KINNAN
Wholesale
MARVIN,
Patrice Yep.
Jackson, Miss., Nov. 4. Nearly all ""Batherg needn't lose
low package. Red Cross
Drug Co.
Patience I suppose her father Druggists, Toledo, Ohio.
of the presidential party had been ar- whist table. Can get a plank and play
A woman seldom has any time to be and O. G. Schaefer.
'
Hall's Catarh Cure Is taken Interrested by the time New Orleans was bridge, in the surf." Washington will never forgive them.
Patrice Well he forgave 'em for nally, acting directly upon the Mood, thankful' for the things she has bereached, and no one could account for Herald.
cause of the many other things she
the escape of the secret service men.
away, but he never' will for- and mucous surfaces of the system.
running
Mrs. Nextdoor What do you realTestimonials sent free. Prica 75c. wants.
N
'em for coming Tsack home!
Joseph E. Murphy was one of the
give
new
bonnet
think
and
my
who
truliy
accompanied ly
secret service agents
per bottle; Sold by all Druggists.
Yonkerg Statesman.
Saturcost?
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiMr. Taft to the French opera
Her Heart Was Broken ":
Mr?. Homer Well, I suppose you
to keep
the pation.
day night, and in attempting
"Yes, it's a pity," remarked
elbow
because her complexion was bad and
expect me to say $10, but I really man with the absent hald, who seemwhere he belonged, at the left
of the president, he aroused the sus- and truly think it cost $1.98. Chica- ed to be thinking aloud.
About all the people who used to she could find nothing to clear it up.
picions of a police officer on guard in go News.
had lots of children and were Ladles: a bad complexion is caused
a
know,
the
"What's
party
pity?"
queried
the lobby. The officer yanked Murphy
poor.
by an inactive liver. An inactive livhabit.
with
the
rubber
back. Murphy, who had put in seven
Little Charles was sent to Miss
er will be put in perfect condition by
widow
a
"That
his
.man
hear
cant
Roosevelt, R's to return a basket. He was reyears guarding President
Woman Will be Interested. taking Ballard's Herbine. The
her second husband what a
telling
Every
strenuous
life,
the
learned
had
to
and
invited
and
ceived very cordially
liver regulator. Sold by Cennoble, kind and generous eoul he
four come "some
If you will send your name and adtried to break away, whereupon him.
time and stay to dinner." was" explained the noisy thinker.
ter Block Depot Drug Co.
Meal
more police officers lighted on
soldress we will mail ypu' FREE a pack
"Thank you," said Charles, very
In one of his breathing spells Murphy emnly, "I will; I'll stay today." The Chicago News. .
AUSTRALIAN'
Mother
of
age
As we understand it a poem is no
Gray's
looked the uniformed bunch over and Delineator.
Phone Vegas 450
Mrs. Newed George,
dear, that LEAF, a certain, pleasant herb cure place for an idea.
decided that he was pinched.
-i-twe
no
is
week
last
range
the
good.
without
bought
reckoned
Ills.
for women's
But he had
It is a reliable regRegular Customer There used to
have to get another one.
secretary of war. President Taft had be two or three little bald spots on We'll
ulator and never-fallinIf you have
what's
Newed
taken
and
had,
Why, darling,
passed, into the house
bacltAre
crown
bladder or
of
my
in
the
the
away
head,
back,
urinary,
pains
Mursaw
one
best
It?
with
the
of
It's
wrong
a seat in the box. Dickinson
there yet?"
made.
trouble, use this pleasant un- kidney
phy, who he knew well, under in-two they
Ttnrher No. sir. It ain't so bad as
a
Mrs. Newed Well, I can't help on 6fBromatfcftl herbs, - roots
and
layers of policemen, and stopped
casual way to ask what was going on. all that. Where those spots used to that. I tried to bake a" lemon" pie In leaves. All uruggisis sell Iti 60 cents,
one
Chi
now."
there's
sir.
re,
only
it this morning and it came out a
Being trom Tennessee, the secretary
:
.
or addressk'TheiMother Gray CO;, Le
has his own way of doing things. He cago Tribune.
pudding. Chicago News!" 'jW4"i '
-- 20c
more
each
or
2,000 lbs
Roy, N. Y.
per hundred
w .
picked up a policeman by the collar
Farmer Smallseed Listen to thlB, In clouds of tulle pearls peeping
and tossed him aside.
Finding still
"
30c
to 2,000 lbs. "
.
1,000
another layer of policemen on top of FJviry. This paper sayis that they
Nearly every man Is a coward it
through,
to
40c
200
lbs.
1,000
confronted by the proper terror.
''
Murphy, he threW that officer after have found In Italian prisons the pet- Our Mabel made her grand debut,
'V
50 to- - 200 lbs. "
50c
A filmy gown of snowy white
"
,
50
75c
lbs.
Less than
KIDNEY PILLS.
She wore, her graduation night
WILLIAMS'
In bridal robe of satin sheen
Have you neglected your kidneys?
&
CO.. Sweet Mable looked a royal queen.
you overworked your nervous
The gown in which she "went away" Have
Phone
Main
227
caused
with
trouble
and
your
system
Was of the latest shade of gray.
Have yon
She donned a sombre black, of courseJ kidneys and bladder?
The day she sued for a divorce.
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
Her "going home to mother" gown
bladder? Have you a flabby appearWas some sad shade of rusty brown. ance of the
face, especially under the
.
to pass
,
'
eyes? Too frequent
es
Is' always trying to urine? If so, Williams' Kidney,; Tills.
Wigwag-BJonwill cure you at druggist's, price 50c.
save himself
trouble. Henpecke
Williams' M'fg. Co, Props, Cleveland,
I've
What's
use
the
of
that?
doing
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
Boost
428 Grand Ave. Over Lorenzen's
O. For sale by Center Block Drug
got plenty I can let him have.
home industry and telephone your orders tons for either keg ot
Store.
A man Is ferquently .judged by the
bottle beer.
JD. Martinez Is again on duty as
company he keeps, when it is really his
PHONE MAIN 67
a guard at the county JaiL
wife's. '
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whim it
may concern that the following do
scribed estray animal was taken up by
'.
P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.

U'SiE'-

One horse.
Branded
g
On right hip
TwS horses.
Branded
...
Estray Advertlsemant ;
On right hip
Notice In hereby given to whom It
Five horses.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Branded
Will
T. P. .Talle, Gallup, N. M.
On right hip
To wit:
One horse.
One horse.
Branded
Branded
On left hip
On right hip
v
Five horses.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
On left hip(
days after last appearance of this ad
Three horses.
vertisement, saidr estray will be sold
the benefit of the
Branded
by this Board
owner when found.
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOASD.
One horse.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st pub. Oct 25, last pub. Nov. 4, 1909
On left hip
Estray Advertisement.
Said animal belngvunknown to this
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
owner
unless
on
claimed
or
Board,
by
before Nov. 14,. '09, said date being 10 may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
days after last appearance of this ad T.
P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
One horse.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following deOne
horse.
scribed estray animal was taken np by scribed estray animal was taken np by
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Branded
H Potter, Corona, N M.
Henry Springer, Cimarron, N M.
1st pub. Oct. 25, last pub. Nov. 4, 1909
On left hip
One medium sized, dark
One eray mare. 14 hands
ilgh, with colt about four months old. roan cow, with young calf, 6 or 8 years
One horse.
old.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
; f
Branded
Branded
I
On left jaw
Notice Is hereoy given vo whom it
'
On left hip
On left ribs
may concern that the following de99
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
One horse.
On left shoulder
T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
Ear mark
'
Branded
Branded
To wit: One horse.
Northeastern New Mexico's Best Newspaper
On
On
left
left
hip,
hip
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
Hf
unless claimed by owner on or
board,
or
on
owner
unless
claimed
Board,
One horse.
by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
10
Nov.
before
date
said
14,
09,
10
being
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being
ad
Branded
ad- days after last appearance of this
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of thissold vertisement, eald estray will be sold
On left shoulder
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be
this Board for the benefit of the
,
One horse.
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by
owner whtn found.
owner when found.
owner when found.
,
Branded
CATTLE" SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED
Work of any kind by the FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, On left shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
with or without board. Mrs. C. P.
M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
N.
N.
Albuquerque,
M.
day. 121 W, Railroad avenue.
Albuquerque,
Three horses.
last pub. Nov. 4, 1909
Oct
1st
25,
Hammond, 14 Main. Phone Purple
1909
pub.
Nov.
1st
4,
Oct,
last
25,
Oct.
1909
Nov.
pub.
25,
1st
last
pub.
4,
pub.
pub.
5242.
WANTED
Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane,
Branded
S09 Jackson avenue.'
Estray Advertisement.
On left shoulder
Estray Advertisement.
Estray Advertlment,
FOR RENT Store room, No. 618
Notice is hereoy given to whom it
whom.lt
to
Notice
is
It
hereby
given
i3
to
whom
fcitlce
hereby given
Said animal being unknown to this
deRELIABLE young man desires posiSixth street. Inquire W. B. Bunker.
may concern that the following de- may concern that thewasfollowing
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the loiiowuig
animal
taken
by
up
scribed
was
tion in office. Familiar with both
estray
animal
scribed
by
up
taken
was
estray
taken up by
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
estray animal
L. V. Pague, Lake Valley, N. M.
'
I. D. Burkheart, Hollene, N. M.
. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
Spanish and English languages. Ex- - FOR RENT Nice front room, or days after last appearance of this ad
One roan horse, about 10
One bay "mare about 6
One borse.
double room. Either light housekeep- vertlsement, said estray will be sold
auu ids., neigni i6 z
perienced in all kinds of office work.
15 hands high.
years
oia,
weignt
old,
years
,,
Branded
ing or room with board.
Inquire by this Board for the benefit of the
Address X, Optic office.
.. r""l hands,
Branded
owner wtoen found.
I
On left hip
across from court house.
Branded
'..
On left knee
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED A good girl for general
On left shoulder
horses.
Branded
Five
Albuquerque N. M.
pjfl
housework. Mrs. W. G. Haydoh, FOR RENT Finely V furnished room,
On
i
left
hip
Oct. 25, last pub. Nov. 4, 1909
jfljj Ear mark
Branded
bath, furnace heat. - Close in. Gen- 1st pub.
1108 Seventh street.
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
tleman only, Inquire Optic.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
at 712
WANTED Table boarders
Said animal being unknown to this
Ertray Advertisement,
One horse.
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
6112.
unless claimed by owner on or
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Fifth street Phone Purple
Board,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Branded
of
ad
this
days after last appearance
Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
before
On left hip
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
sold
Department of the Interior, U. S. may concern, that the following devertisement, said estray will be
after last appearance of this ad
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Octo- scribed estray animal was taken up by
One horse.
by this Board for the benefit of the days
N.
M.
P.
vertisement said estray will be sold
tv
1909.
Talle,
TRADE
BARBER
ualtup,
29,
MEN
ber,
LEARN
owner'when found.
Branded
One baj. mare, eight years
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice ia hereby given that Julsll
Short time
On left hip
required; graduates
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bar- Sheehan, of Watrous, Mora, county, old
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One brown mare, 4 years old
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908, made
ber college, Los Angeles.
1909
Oct.
Nov.
1st
4,
last
25,
pub.
pub.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
One bay mare, two years old.
Homestead Entry (serial 01424), No.
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
1st pub. Oct. 25, last pub. Nov. 4; 1909
NE
SE 4 NE
One small stud, two years old.
13987, for W.
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tog brethren cordially invited to
afflicted to know that It
store
or
all
kinds
of
E.
for
a
Branded
of
N.
''sary
chorus
is
he
G.;
and
that
supply
bevy
C.
pretty
girls
W.
McAllister,
any
among them are
acknowledged
writing,
tend,
'
ot rheumatism or
On left hip
and matrons.
supplies and merchandise needed by executed the same a3 his free act and
Buffer
Comstock, ,V. G.; R. O. Williams,
from Inflammation,
busl-turtea-.! miners in the carrying on of the
The costumes will be an added
,
deed.
horse
One
of the bladder, kidney
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
especial-,nes- s
of
new
are
All
these
Notarial
and
hand
and
Witness
etc., a free treattrouble,
mining.'
Seal,
my
Branded
ment can be bad by writC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ly elaborate, having been secured from j 4. And generally to do and perform the date in this certificate first above
On left hip
of Chicago.,
ing
Dr.Lynott
other acts and things necessary written.
a Denver emporium which caters
who usea free medical'
One horse
to
or
into
the
effect
of
amateur
aa
methods.
to
H.
NO.
dispensary
the
carry
J.
requisite
EYMON,
pecially
costuming
(Seal)
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Branded
be gives medioine tor
theatricals.
Public.
purposes and objects for which this
Notary
at
ailments
these
free
of
night
Friday
every
On left hip
102, meets
Neither pains nor expense have j corporation ' is formed,
charge. 1 1 is never too lata-tMy commission expires March 3, 1910.
in
be
and
their hall in th? Schmidt building, Said animal being unknown tu this been spared to make "Princess Bon- - j
ARTICLE IV.
cured,
your
Endorsed No. 6146, Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
own home, too. Others
The amount of the total authorized 6 Page 15, Articles of Incorporation of
west of Fountain Square, at eight Board, unless claimed by owner on or nie," a success and it is safe to assert
may fail, but Dr. Lynotb
'
corof
two
stock
this
who
is
attends
is known to succeed even
10
Nov.
the capital
that everyone
before
14, '09, said date being
corporation
tonight
The Hermit Mining and Development
o'clock. Visiting members .are
whea others fall. Some
hundred
thousand
more
show
will
be
than
OR. T. FRANK LYNOTT
($200,000) dollars, Company.
of
last
ad
pleased.
after
this
in
of
office
appearance
N.
Filed
days
Cook,
pre
Secretary
of the symptoms are:
Jas.
dially welcome.
The proceeds of the show will be divided into twenty thousand (20,000) of New Mexico, Oct. 13, 1909; 9 a. m.
will
aold
ba
said
vertisement,
estray
secretary.
R.
I.
10. Swelllmrlnanvnart
Jas.
Lowe,
Pain
back.
the
of
ten
of
value
Went;
($10.00) Nathan Jaffa, Secretary. Compared 2.
the par
to a fund being raised to en shares
ty this Pcard for the benefit of the added
Too frequent desire
of the body.
close Hillsite park in a beautiful stone dollars each. The amount of the cap- C. F. K., to O.
to
11. Palnltatlon or taln
found.
owner
wncn
urinate.
COUNwhich
with
ital
stock
this
a
8. Burning or obstrue- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
needed
around the heart.
corporation
coping,
improveemnt.
long
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD.
IS. Pain ln the hip joint
tion of urine.
Tonieht's the nieht. If vou fail to will commence business is ten thou- CIL NO. 804,' meets second and
N. M.
13- Pain In the neck or
4.
or
Albuquerque,
Pain
soreness
a
ln
different
How
many
languages
there and you probably will, for the (sand ($10,000) dollars.
bead.
the bladder.
.
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Pio- 1st pub. Oct. 25, last pub. Nov 4, 1909 be
ARTICLE V.
Pain or soreness la
hnuse is all but sold out, then you'll al- baby can understand depends on how R. Prostatlo trouble.
'
neer building. Visiting members
6. Gas or pain in the
The names and postoffice addresses many different auts it has.
.
ways regret it.
r,t.1!.yJ-,luu
, V
stomach.
Estray Advertisement.
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
whom
to
it
is
Notice
hereby given
99
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
may concern that the following deC?.n"iV'tlonorUTir
and soreness
was
99
animal
scribed estray
taken up by
- . Pain
""'""
id nerves.
THIRD T.
9. Pain or soreness 18. Acute or
P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND
chronlo
under right ribs.
at
rheumatism.
One blue horse, bald faced,
Tuesday evenings each month,
Fill out the coupon below, giving the numbers
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- 8 years old.
of your symptoms, or wrife a letter describing
invited.
Branded
are
cordially
your
case, (sign your name and address plainly
brothers
ing
and send it to Dr. T. Frank
On left hip
JOT
president; E. C.
JobnThornhill,
Building, Chicago, Jll., and you will receive a free treatment, letter of medical
advice-anBranded
Ward, secretary.
a large illustrated medical book, all free..
On right Up
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
FREE TREATMENT COUPON
One roan horse, 10 years old,
Brotherhood ha".l every second and
Branded ,
DR. T. FRANK LYNOTT,
On left hip
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
Occidental Bldg., Chicago.
. .
. .
tri
Aiuui.i y seuu me a i rue treatment. My symprun
Sniff nnlmal hplnp iinlrnnivn trt thla
Visiting brothers always weitoms are numbers
.1.
David
to the wigwam.
come
rioarrt, unless claimed by owner 'on or
10
H.
Nov.
said
date
Davis,
before
14,
'09,
Waite
being
sachem;
Flint,
The treatment is for the use of the following
chief of records and collector ot days after last appearance of this
,..
persoD, whose age is
said estray will be sold
wampum.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Name.
owner when found.
S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54S,
CATTLE 3ANITARY BOAPD,
Street.
I. O. B. B. Meets every first WedAlbuquerque, N. M.
City..
the
vestry 1st pub. Oct. 25, last pub. Nov. 4, 1909
nesday of the month in
room of Temple Monteflore, DougState.
Efttray Advertisement
las avenue and Ninth street Visit-toIt
woom
to
Is
Notice
hereby given
brothers are cordially invited.
may concern that the following deNothing will thaw the frigid heart
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi scribed
eairay animal was taken up by
of a man aa Quickly as a pretty 'wo
J. B. Raisin, secretary.
T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
man's tears.
One horse.
iv
i
U
Branded
Croup Cured and a Child's Life Saved
On right hip
"It affords me great pleasure to add!
One horse.
my testimony to that of the thousands
who have been benefited by ChamberBranded
lain's Cough Remedy. My child, An
On right hip
A SCENE IN "THE RINGMASTER."ABOARD
THE YACHT, NOMADIC,
drew, when only three years old, was
Said animal being unknown cr this
taken with a severe attack of croup,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or ' The Messrs. Shubert will bring here the old and new methods of American the big cities, the company making and thanks to the prompt use of Chambefore Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10 next Tuesday night "The Ringmaster," finance, doing so by pitting a young-- but two stops between Los Angeles berlain's Cough Remedy his life waa
days after last appearance of this ad- with the orginial cast and production er man against an older, the latter of and Kansas City, the first at Albuquer- saved and today he is a robust and
whom is known as "The Ringmaster." que, and the second here.
healthy boy," says Mrs. A. Coy.. lr- vertisement, said estray will be sold as it appeared in New York. .
of San Antonio, Texas. This remedy
While the affairs of Wall street have One of the acts shows the deck of a
ly this Board for the benefit of . the been
has been In use for many years.
The Cynical Bachelor rises to
drawn upon by playwrights, it private yacht and in this the Shuherts
c wner when found.
devised a ' most picturesque mark that divorce i9 now so easy Thousands of mothers keep it at hand,
remained for MlsS Olive Porter, a hith
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
erto unknown dramatist to evolve scene. This will be the first appear- - it's a wonder there are any married and it has never been known to
fait
Albuquerque, N. M.
"
For sale by all dealers.
1st pub. Oct 25, last pub. Nov. 4. 1909 something entirely new. She contrasts ance of "The Ringmaster" outside of people left.
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Bright 3 Bagliono Better Jai3
99

Perfection Lamp

Priop 02.25

Are the Comfortable Members of the Great "Bargain"
H

,

'

.

An

$800 Piano may be a ewe enough "BARGAIN' at
but it's hot every would be Piano buyer in The Greater Las
Vegas, who easily commands even this smaller sum for its purchase.

H.

1

A Jar of Virginia Corn Relish, for
A Bottle of Bayle's Soner Mixed Pickles, for
A 25o Bottle Creamed Horse Radish, for
A 600 Bottle Bayle's Table Syrup, for
.
A Large Bottle Fancy Novalade, for
A 25c Bottle Tabaseo Oatsoup, for .
A Bottle Booth's Salad Dressing, for
A Jar Bayle's Chow-Cho...
for
A Bottle West Indian Lime Juice, for
A 20o Jar Cyclone Relish, for

I
'

"'
t

...15
,.,..4.10
: 40 '

Our special order department will gladly at any
time order you anything that we do not carry,
we will do so promptly and usually can save
.
you a little money.

.

26

ft',.

15
10

15'

,

25

"Princess Bonnie" tonight.
320 Acres For Sale, dirt cheap! Har
ris Real Estate Co., Lincoln avenue.

TO THE

I'

uur rride
.

r

ft

m

get it at your grocer's and he will guarantee it to you. Try a sack and if it doesn't give
you satisfaction, bring it back and get your money
refunded. Isn't this a fair offer and would
we be willing to made it if we didn'f have every
confidence in its merits? Also this is a home- made product. Don't you want to help us grow?

Phone

131

JVQ1L

Girls' School Coats
'

x

flls important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
lThe right 'Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its organization.

Services will be held at Temple Mon- tefiore, Douglas avenue and Ninth
street Friday night at 8 o'clock. Sub
ject of lecture "Caesar Lombrosd?'
Sabbath school on Saturday morning
-

You Can Buy

-

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

--

Flour For Less

The First National Bank
.

.

Bridge Street.

Money Than

f

of the
'".J
f best Invest- - tments to be found tfin the city of Las Vegas
today is an Optic want ad. It
will bring you results. Whether
f you want to sell something
or buy something, you
f can't lose. Only
f a little trou-ble to try
this

FINE

..

Free from Slate or Slack

machinery, modern mehods,
and the result is

.A

Toasted Rice Flakes

and
Toasted Rice Biscuit

Pork and
Mutton
in the

USED AND ENDORSED
BY THE .
BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM.

Rice is more widely used and
feeds more people than
any other

City go to

PAPEN'S

t

Trial is to Buy Here Always.

oucher's

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aced
in the wood. Direct from
distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

Cottage on 4th Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barSt. lot
front; fine lawn, rels
ob the bar.
goodized barn, coal and chicken
shed. A bargain for anyone who Carstair's rye served at the Antlers
A nice

et

only.

wants a nice home.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

Real Estate Co.
609 Douglas Ave.

Ironing

Pabst's draught beer on tap
E. Las Vegas, N. M. at Opera bar.

.

STEARNS,

Grocer.

New Currants, Raisins, Lemon and
"

of Goods

Quality

Prompt Service
Cixn, be had ONLY by

Orange Peel.

LAS

Dart
M.

'
I!

Big Ones. Yellow and White
52.66 Per:)ozen
'

Smaller Ones in Sprays.

Crooera, Butcher and Dakcra

GREENBERGER,
Sole Agent

Latest designs and all new patterns, just what you should have
for Fall and : Winter 1909 and
1910.

.

'

Man

&

.

LAUNDRY

VEGAS STEAM

GhrysaLithemim
TIMERS
8 lbs. for 25o

StMfner

,f.

'

Good Cooking Apples

onlr

Clothes of

Careful Handling

''.ft;- -

r

THE COFFEE MAtf"

FLOUR OF QUALITY

The uniformity of Cream Loaf
is maintained by rigid daily tests.
Foot Main tit
It is guaranteed to come up to the
requirements of the pure food law
only the very best of wheat is
used in its manufacture!

IS

Try a Package.

and

For Sale

0

"
,

$1.50 Per Dozen Sprays

Las Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

V

te''
i

in

i

;

a ,n

.

If your wardrobe is incomplete
of anything in the way of Clothing, Hats, Shoes or Furnishing
Goods. V011 nrp'ftriallxr nmfaJ
f V
to 4nspect our stock.
;; -

s

15he
Copjrlfbl

1909

bjp

Htrt

E'.b'Itc-iin-

i

.

thp '
digestible and the most highly
nutritious of all cereals .

It

tereai.

patronizing

v'.;1

Phone Main 86

Kellpgg's

best Beef

Best

te

IMS

;

Washing

Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just wbat you want for cooking,

For Waking Your

N

The Original

For the

A

Sanitary

But how about quality? Our
Miller's experience, has the

MONEY SAVED

Phone Main 31

CO.,

Get Our Prices before buying.

Orders by Telephone Promptly
Carefully Filled.

One
'

CREAM LOAF

RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

D. W. CONDON

TRADING

gj

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS?'

Service Unsurpassed

Film

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

On Domestic Coa),

PHONE MAIN 107

DEALERS IN

62&-fe-

i

'

. O. BROWN

MOTION PICTURES

Every evening commencing 7:30.
The high school basketball ffeam ha
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
begun practice at the Y. M. C. A.s pre- Monday and Tuesday.
paring to entering the Y. M. C. A. Admission 10
cents, Children 6 cents.
league, which will start about the middle of this month.

OF A GOOD BANK

E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier"

ALL GO AT COST

SIXTH STREET

CRYSTAL THEATER

In order to secure the freewiring the
work must be completed and contracts
for the light closed by the thirteenth
of November. Las Vegas Light and
;
Power Co.
00

2

JEFFERSON

i

Jake Graaf,

1

'

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

15o a pair.

d

YOUR SELECTION

m

,

A LINE OP

-

The junior boys of the Y. M. C. A.
Genuine Singer drop-heaassociation will compete in a broad
machines.
next ten days only. - Call at Singer,
jumping contest Saturday morning.
Douglas avenue.
Order your cream from T. T.
vNews has reached the city of the
Turner.
death of Herman Wlldenstein,
at
The funeral of Mrs. Macedonia O. Raton, Sunday night He was the son
Romero, took place from the resi- of the late Carl W. Wlldenstein, of
dence on the West Side this morning. Watrous. He was aged thirty years
and Is survived by a wife and two
The Rebekah club will meet with children.
Mrs. L. F. Dailey, 1201 Eighth street,
WHITE KITCHEN
tomorrow, Friday, at the usual hour.
Fried chicken, country style, Friday
Fraternal Brotherhood meets Fri- evening. Supper 5:30 to 7 p. m.
GUS LEHMANN.
day night Lunch will be served. All
members are requested to be pres

ent

C

;

BIG BARGAINS

,

Las Vegas Roller

THEY LAST

Regular price 25c.

"

-

You can

CSo

;

... . 75o

...... $1.25

Special,

d

We want you to try our high patent flour,

t,

school wear.

Get the best at Nolette's

BREAD EATING PUBLIC

f:

in Boys' and Girls "Hosiery..' The
well known Bear Skin brand, in &J1 sides', '"good for

The Alter Guild of St Paul's Memorial Episcopal church will not
meet tomorrow but will have a ses-io- n
Thurday of next week at the
rectory.

A surprise party was given Mrs.
barber B. Brasblast night by her many
friends in celebration of her birthday
shop.
anniversary. She received a number
,
An eight-pounbaby boy was born of beautiful presents.
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenler in the
There will1 be a committee meetearly hours of today. ,
ing at the city hall Monday night of
Tonight Is the night of "Princess the executive committee of the fair
and carnival association. All merch
Bonnie," at the operahouse.
ants are cordially invited' to attend.
The Y. M. C. A., Will give a social
It was announced today by J. R.
tomorrow night to the student mem
bers of the association." "
Brought, owner of the Crystal the
ater on Douglas avenue, that the same
A child of Mr. and Mrs.
Ruflno had been sold to Nebraska parties.
Martinez died at the family residence The new- owners will assume charge
on the west side this morning.
'
;
Sunday.
r

K

Also special sale

at 10 o'clock. All are cordially invited
WEATHER REP0RT I I
Lto attend.
November
Temperature Maximum 74; mini- mum 31; range 43. , ,,. .,r., ....
The management of "Princess BonHumidity 6 a. m.,'48; "iz in., 26; 6 nie" has arranged ' fo have one hunp. m., 23; mean 32.
dred extra chairs placed in the opera
(
- Forecast
Fair tonight and Friday. house tonight to accommodate the
crowd.

LOCAL NEWS

AO.".

The $1.00 grade, now . . . .
The $1.25 grade, now,'
The $1.65 grade, now.
AS LONG AS

........10

It goes without saying thac it makes for every housekeeper in
our community; very JfcBAoi fKHJlfia .

b

3

:

The Store of life Davis

m

iFdrLadiesQnly,
'

..Ll0c

And a variety of other high grade goods in theselines for like
low figures, at .

ii

1

PHenei Main 379

'

I

SPECIAL IN '
Merode Underwear

Absolutely Guaranteed

When However One May Secure
"i

"

Complete

Family.

$599 99

I

Boston Clolhing '(loose:

f

